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BY
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This is the third of a series of papers in these Transactions on hierarchies

obtained by quantifying variables of recursive predicates. In Recursive predi-

cates and quantifiers [10] variables for natural numbers (type 0) were quanti-

fied, and in Arithmetical predicates and function quantifiers [14] also variables

for one-place number-theoretic functions (type 1). In the present paper we

shall quantify also variables for functions (i.e. functionals) of higher finite types

(types 2, 3, 4, • • • ). A theory of recursive functions and predicates of vari-

ables of these types has not previously been developed. For the hierarchy

results in the form that new predicates are definable by increasing the highest

type of variable quantified^), or the number of alternations of the quantifiers

of the highest type, it would suffice to extend the notion of primitive recur-

siveness to the higher types of variables. This is how we began the investiga-

tion in 1952(2). However there are situations where the question "What be-

comes of this theory for higher types?" calls for an extension of general and

partial recursiveness. For example, before we can extend Post's notion of

degree of unsolvability [25; 19], which proved fruitful in the study of hier-

archies of number-theoretic predicates [5; 14; 16; 26], to predicates with

type-1 variables, we must have a notion of relative general recursiveness for

such predicates, which when uniform amounts to having general recursiveness

for functions with type-2 variables. Accordingly we now give an extension

of general and partial recursiveness. The treatment entails incidentally a

somewhat new treatment of general and partial recursive functions of vari-

ables of types 0, 1. As will appear, many of the known results for types 0, 1

extend to the higher types, but not all. In this Part I we leave undiscussed

various aspects of the subject on which work is in progress or completed which

we hope to report in a Part II.

Presented to the Society August 30, 1957; received by the editors June 13, 1957.

(') This result was obtained by Tarski [28], using set variables. Also cf. [29].

(2) Cf. XXXIX below. This paper incorporates (with a new method of proof) the results

alluded to in the last sentence of the abstract of [14] as presented to the Association for Sym-

bolic Logic on December 29, 1952 (J. Symb. Logic vol. 18 (1953) p. 190), and is the paper

referred to in [14, p. 312] and [16, p. 212] as to be written under the title Analytic predicates

and function quantifiers of higher finite types. The term "analytic" was applied in [14] to the

predicates obtained by quantifying variables of types gl, and we have meanwhile decided

that it would invite confusion to extend the use of "analytic" to include quantification of higher-

type variables; hence the present change of title.
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1. Primitive recursive functions. 1.1. We shall cite our Introduction to

metamathematics [13] simply as IM, and follow it in terminology and nota-

tion (cf. bottom p. 538) except as otherwise specified(3).

1.2. The objects of type 0 are the natural numbers 0, 1, 2, • • • . As type-0

variables, i.e. variables ranging over the natural numbers, we use a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ ,

ax, a2, ■ • •  or a0, 8°, y°, • ■ ■ , a°, a°2, ■ ■ ■ , etc.

For each j > 0, the objects of type j are the one-place functions from

type-j — 1 objects to natural numbers(4). As type-/ variables, i.e. variables

ranging over the type-/ objects, we use a', 8', y>, • ■ • , a[, a{, • ■ • , etc. (For

j > 1, they are "functional" variables.)

In illustrations, we may use simply a, 8, y, ■ ■ ■ , ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ for type-1

variables (as in [12; 14; 16]); and F, G, H, • • •   for type-2 variables.

Sometimes we omit the type index on the letters a1, 8', y1, • • ■ used as

type-/ variables in contexts where the type should be clear (e.g. ai(Bi) can

be written a5(B) or a(@4) without ambiguity). One must then not confuse

a, 8, y, ■ ■ • for variables of types shown by the context with a, 8, y, • • •

for type-1 variables.

Letters like d>, \p, x, ' • • wi'l be used (as in [12; 14] with types 0, 1) for

functions of a given finite number of variables, each variable being of a speci-

fied one of our types, taking a natural number as value. (These functions are

"functionals," when any of their variables are of type > 0.)

1.3. In the theory of general and partial recursive functions of variables

of types 0, 1 a useful role was played from the beginning by the primitive

recursive functions (cf. e.g. [8], IM). They constitute a subclass of the gen-

eral recursive functions, each function of which subclass can be calculated

for given arguments by steps which can be proved by known reasoning to

terminate; and they can be enumerated effectively. Subsequent research

showed that smaller classes of functions can play the same role, e.g. the ele-

mentary functions of Csillag and Kalmar (cf. IM, p. 285). Such results are

of interest, e.g. for type 0 as a possible line of approach toward a negative

solution of Hilbert's tenth problem (1900). However for our purposes the

largeness of the class of primitive recursive functions has seemed rather con-

venient. Accordingly we shall begin the theory of recursive functions of

variables of types 0, 1, 2, • • • with them(5), leaving open the question what

smaller classes of functions could play the same role.

(3) Several notations from papers subsequent to IM are: a(x) for U«r P?^+1 (cf. [12; 14,

Footnote 2]), Seq(iu) for w^0 & (i)i<u,iw)[{w)i^0] (cf. [15, p. 416]), Ext(w, u) for Seq(a))

& (Ex)xiMv:)[u = FL<* #>'] (cf. Spector [27, p. 588]).
(4) I.e., arbitrary such functions, not merely recursive ones. For the type-1 case, cf. [12,

p. 683].
(5) Our extension of primitive recursiveness to allow higher types of variables does not

alter the notion for functions of variables of types 0, 1 (by VIII below). What Peter calls a

"primitive recursion on the second level (Il-te Stufe)" XXIV below can be used to define num-

ber-theoretic functions that are not primitive recursive (cf. [24, pp. 247-248, 252, 256] and [23

pp. 68, 97-99]).
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For each application of the following schemata SI—S8, b is any list (pos-

sibly empty) of variables, distinct from one another and from the other vari-

ables of the schema, and each of a specified one of our types. Furthermore, a

is a number variable, a is a function variable of type 1, q is a given natural

number, \p and x are given functions of the indicated variables, and cp is the

function being defined. For S6, cti is a list of distinct variables, containing at

least k + 1 of type j, from which a results by moving the (& + l)st type-./ varia-

able to the front of the list. The expressions shown at the right will be ex-

plained in §3.

51 <p(a, b) = o' = a+1 (1, (n0, • • ■ , nf)).

52 cb(b) = q (2, (no, ■ ■ ■ , nf), q).

53 cb(a, b) = a (3, (no, • • • , nf)).

54 4>(b) = *(x(b), 6) <4, (no, • • • , nf), g, h).

14,(0, b) = m, .. . ...
S5    i j., > «    / j.i « « <5, <n°' * ■ ■ > w-->'^>-

( <K« , 6) = xK <K«, h), h)

56 cb(a) = \p(ai) (6, (»„, ■ ■ ■ , nf), j, k, g).

57 tp(a, a, b) = a(a) (7, (n0, • ■ • , nf)).

58 <p(a'\ b) = a>(\ai-2 X(cc>, a'-2, b))      <8, («o, ■ • • , «,>,./, A).

S6, S7, S8 may also be designated as S6.j (j ^ 0), S7.1, S8j (j ^ 2).
The schemata will be used under the convention that only the order of

listing the variables within each type is material. For example, cp(a, b, a)

= a + 1, <p(a, a, b) = a + 1, cp(a, a, b) = a + 1 are all admissible as applica-

tions of SI, but not <p(b, a, a) = a + 1 (though this function can be introduced

by an application of SI followed by one of S6).

A function cp(a) is primitive recursive, if there is a primitive recursive de-

scription (analogous to IM, p. 220) of it in terms of S1-S8 used under the

stated convention.

1.4. We call a primitive recursive description irredundant, if in it each

function except the last is used as the ^ or x of a later schema application.

By the maximum type of a we mean the greatest of the types of the variables

a if a is nonempty (0 if a is empty).

I. In an irredundant primitive recursive description of a function cf>(a) with

r the maximum type of a, each function has the same maximum type r of its

variables and for r ^ 2 (r = 1) the same variables of types r, r — 1 (type r),

and hence S6.j, S7j, S8j can be used only for j ^ r.

Proof. In an application of S4, S5, S6 or S8, the cp has no variables of

types >0 which are not variables of the \p and x, and lacks no such variables

of the yp or x other than the variable a'-2 of the x m S8.

II. If cp(a) is primitive recursive (with a given description), and a' comes

from a by a permutation (without repetitions or omissions), then cp'(a') = cp(a)
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is also primitive recursive (with a description obtainable from the given one by

suffixing applications of S6).
Proof. Inversely to S6, k successive applications of S6 move a variable

from the first to the (& + l)st position among the type-j variables. By S6 with

this inverse (for different k's), any two type-j variables can be interchanged.

III. If <p(a) is primitive recursive (with a given description), then d>(a, c)

= <p(a), where a, c are distinct variables, is primitive recursive (with a descrip-

tion consisting of applications of the same respective schemata as the given one).

Proof. In the given description of c6(u) any variables not in a but in c can

be changed to new distinct variables. Then the variables c can be introduced

at each application of S1-S3, S7 and can be carried through each application

of S4-S6, S8.
1.5. Although our schemata as stated introduce functions <p(a) with

values of type 0, we can get functions with values of any higher type j by

introducing d>(a, a1'-1) and considering Xa'-1 d>(a, a'-1) as a function of a. The

latter we call primitive recursive when <p(a, a'-1) is(6).

IV. For each n ^ 1, if <p(a, a", b) and 6(a, b, rn_1) are primitive recursive,

so is d>(a, b) = d>(a, Xt""1 0(a, 6, r"-1), 6).

Proof. First replace in IV 8(a, b, r""1), <p(a, b) by 6(a, b, c, t"-'), d>(a, b, c).

The resulting proposition (of which IV is the case for c empty) we prove by

induction on n, and, within that, induction on the length / of a given primi-

tive recursive description of tp(a, <rn, b). Cases are numbered according to the

schema last applied in that description. We treat in detail the two cases re-

quiring the most care, and summarize the others.

Case 5. c6(ct, a, b) is introduced by S5 thus, writing a = (a, b),

(  0(0, b, cr, b) = xb(b, o; b),

\ <p(a', b, <r, b) = x(a, <p(a, b, tr, b), b, cr, b),

where \p, x are previously introduced primitive recursive functions. We need

to show that d>(a, b, b, c) =» d>(a, b, Xt 8(a, b, b, c, t), b), where 8(a, b, b, c, r) is

primitive recursive, is primitive recursive. Using II and III, so are

0i(b, b, c, «, t) = 0(u, b, b, c, t),

8(a, b, b, b, c, u, t) = 6(u, b, b, c, t).

By the hypothesis of the induction on /,

^(b, b, c, u) = iKb, Xr 0i(&> &, c. M> T), b)>

x(a, b, b, b, C, u) = x(a, b, b, Xr 6(a, b, b, b, C, u, t), b)

are primitive recursive. As a new application of S5, let

(') More generally, a function of an arbitrary one of the "finite types" considered in

[18, §5] shall be primitive recursive, if the function of "special type" correlated to it there is

primitive recursive under 1.3 here.
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( <p(0, b, b, C, «) = iKb, b, C, u),

\cp(a', b, b, C, u) = x(a, <t>(a, b, b, C, w), b, b, C, «).

Using S6, S3, S4, let

<i>i(u, a, b, b, c) = <£(a, b, b, C, w),

)j(a, b, b, c) = a,

<p(a, b, b, c) = 4>i(r\(a, b, b, c), a, b, b, c) = <£(a, b, b, C, a).

To see that then cp(a, b, b, c) = </>(a, b, Xr 0(a, b, b, c, t), b) as required, we

prove by induction on a that, for any fixed b, b, c, u,

(1) cb(a, b, b, C, m) = <p(a, b, Xt 0(m, b, b, C, t), b).

Basis. cp(0, b, b, c, m) = \p(b, b, c, m) = \p(b, Xr r?i(b, b, c, u, r), b)

= ^(b, Xr 0(w, b, b, c, r), b) = 0(0, b, Xr 0(«, b, b, C, r), b).
Ind. step. cp(a', b, b, c, «) = x(«. </>(«> b, b, c, u), b, b, c, u)

— x(<*> 0(». b, Xr 0(w, b, b, c, r), b), b, b, c, u) (by hyp. ind. on a)
= x(a, <£(»> b, Xr 0(w, b, b, c, r), b), b, Xr 0(«, b, b, c, r), b)
= cp(a', b, Xr 0(«, b, b, C, r), b).

Case 8. Subcase 1. a is a1. Then w = j.  We have

*(<r, b) = a(Xa'-2 X(«r, a'"2, B))

with % primitive recursive, and need to obtain primitive recursively

*(b, C) = {Xr B(b, C, t)} (Xa'"2 X(Xr 6(b, C, r), a''2, b))

= 6(b, C, Xa''-2 X(Xr 0(b, C, r), a'~2, b)).

By III and S6, we can express d(b, c, r) as 9(a'~2, b, c, r). By the hyp. ind.

on I, x(«'-2, b, c) = X(Xr0(a>-2, b, c, r), a'"2, b) = x(Xr 0(b, c, r), a'"2, b)

is primitive recursive, and thence using II, so is Xi(b, c, a'~2) = x(<x'~2, b, c).

Finally, by the hyp. ind. on n,

6(b, C, Xa'"2 Xi(b, c, a'-2)) = 6(b, c, \a>~2x(ai-2, b, c))

= 6(b, C, Xa'-2 X(Xr 6(b, C, r), a'"2, b)) = 0(b, c)

is primitive recursive. Subcase 2. <r is not a». Writing a = (a', b), we express

0(a>, b, b, c, r) as 0(a', a'-2, b, b, C, r), apply the hyp. ind. on / to introduce

X(ai, a'~2, b, b, c), and make a new application of S8 to introduce cp(a', b, b, c).

Case 7. Subcase 1. a is a. Writing b = (a, b), we need to get primitive

recursively cp(a, b, c) = {Xr 0(a, b, c, r)} (a) = 0(a, b, c, a). But from0(a, b, c, r),

since r is of type 0, we can obtain 6(a, b, c, a) by S6, S3, S4 (cf. Case 5).

Cases 1, 2, 3 and Case 7 Subcase 2. Simply use a new application of the

same schema omitting o and adding c as variables b.

Case 6. Subcase 1. a is the (& + l)st type-j variable for \p. Then 4>(<x, b)

= ^(bi,o-,b2) where b = (bi, bf). By hyp. ind. onl,ip(b, c) = V'(bi,Xr0(b, c,r), b2)
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is primitive recursive, and this is c6(b, c). Subcase 2. otherwise. Then <p(a, a, b)

= \p(ax, a, bi) where (ax, bx) is a permutation of (a, b). By II, 8(a, b, c, r) can

be expressed as 8x(ax, bl( c, r). Apply the hyp. ind. on I to \p, and use S6.

Case 4. Express 8(a, b, c, r) as 8(b, a, b, c, t), apply the hyp. ind. on / to

ip and x, and use S4.

1.6. By a full substitution we mean one in which, for each one B> of the m

variables of a function \p(b), there is substituted a function of the same list a

of variables (formed when j > 0 by use of the X-operator). For example, a

full substitution into \p(a, a, F) gives <p(a) = '/'(xi(a), \t X2(ct, t), Xa X3(a, c)).

V. The class of primitive recursive functions is closed under full substitu-

tion.

Proof. If b includes variables from the list a, first change them to new

variables throughout a given primitive recursive description of \p. Now we

illustrate using the above example (supposing a, b distinct). Using III and II,

we can express \p(a, a, F), xi(«), Xa(a, t) as \p(a, a, F, a), xi(«, F, a), xa(F, a, *)■

Now, by one application of S4 and two of IV, we obtain successively

*px(a, F, a) = ip(xi(at, F, a), a, F, a) = \p(xi(a), a, F),

t2(F, a) = $x(\t x2(F, a, t), F, a) = >Kxi(a), XI Xt(fl, t), F),

<Ka) = ^2(Xo- xs(a, a), a) = iKxi(a), X< X2(a, 0, Xo- xs(a, <r)).

VI. For each j ^ 1, the function <p(aj, a'-1, b) = a'(a'_1) is primitive re-

cursive.

Proof, by induction on j. Basis (j = 1). Use S7. Ind step. By hyp. ind.,

Ill and II, <p(a'+1, a'-1, a1', b) = a'(a'-1) is primitive recursive. Using S8.J + 1,

so  is 4>(a'+1, a',  b)  = a'+l(\a>-1 <p(ai+1, a'-1, a',  b))  = a'+^Xa'-1 aJ'(«,_1))

= a'+1(a')-

Remark   1.   Consider   the   following   schemata,   for j ^ 1:

S4.J c6(b) = ^(Xa'"1 x(b, a'"1), b). S7.j tp(a>, a''1, b) = a'(a'~l).

(S4 = S4.0, S7 = S7.1.) Using IV and VI, (S1-S7, S8.2-S8.r) = (S1-S7,
S4.1-S4.?- — 1, S7.2-S7.r), and S4.r is derivable from either list.

VII. The class of primitive recursive functions is closed under explicit defini-

tion, using (besides given functions, constant natural numbers, and variables) the

\-operator to form terms for substitution for function variables.

Proof. We have full substitution by V. Also we have all constant and

identity functions, using (besides II) S2, S3 and VI. The lemma follows as in

IM, p. 221.
1.7. We now reconcile the present notion of primitive recursiveness with

the notions in the literature. For functions d>(a) of number variables a only,

cf. e.g. IM, p. 220 (and for a empty, Remark 1, p. 223). In e.g. [14, p. 313],

we further called a function c/>(a) with a of types 0, 1 "primitive recursive,"

if as a function of its type-0 variables it is primitive recursive uniformly in its

type-1 variables (IM, p. 234 and Remark 1, p. 238).
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VIII. A function cp(a) of variables a of types <2 is primitive recursive in

the present sense, if and only if it is primitive recursive in the former sense.

Proof. For "if," use VII. For "only if," use I and IM, pp. 220-221.

1.8. Primitive recursiveness can be relativized to assumed functions

\pi, ■ ■ ■ , rpi (briefly, Sf) by using primitive recursive derivations from Sf (analo-

gous to IM, p. 224) instead of primitive recursive descriptions. In a primitive

recursive derivation from Sf, besides using S1-S8, we may introduce any one

\pi(c) of Sf by the schema for a full substitution (cf. 1.6), for only its function

variables, of functions of variables b distinct from its number variables; e.g.,

if \pi is \pi(c, y\, y\):

SO.i <p(c, b) = \pi(c, \l xi(t, b), Xor xz(<r, b)) (0, (na, ■ ■ ■ , nf), i, hi, hf).

When c is number variables only, SO.i is cp(c, b) = ^i(c). (Alternatively, if

S8.j (j ^ 2) is replaced by S4j (j ^ 1), S7j (j ^ 2) of Remark 1, each \pt

can be introduced simply by cp(c, b) = ^j(c).)

Now relativized versions I *—VIII* of I-VIII can be proved for functions

primitive recursive on Sf. As I*, in an irredundant primitive recursive deriva-

tion of a function cp(a) with a of types ^ r from functions Sf of variables of

types ^ 5 (introduced by SO.i (1 ^ i ^ /)), each function has all the vari-

ables in a of types > 0 and only variables of types ^ max(r, 5 — 1). As

VIII*, when Sf are number-theoretic functions, and cp a function of variables

of types ^ 1, the present notion of relative primitive recursiveness coincides

with the former one (IM, p. 224, [14, p. 313]).

1.9. When Sf vary and 0 are fixed, cf, is primitive recursive in Sf, 0, uni-

formly in Sf, if there is a primitive recursive derivation of cf, from Sf, © with a

fixed analysis (analogous to IM, p. 234). Then when Sf are one-place func-

tions, cp(a) is primitive recursive in Sf, 0 uniformly in Sf, exactly if cf, regarded

as a function cf>(a, Sf) is primitive recursive in 0. For on reconstruing Sf as

variables for the function <f>, the applications of SO.i to introduce ip4 become

applications of S7.1 or S8j (with applications of S6); and inversely. It fol-

lows that, for fixed one-place functions Sf 0, we can consider any function </>(a)

primitive recursive in Sf0, 0 as the value for the fixed Sf0 of a function cp(a, Sf)

primitive recursive in 0.

1.10. As usual, the notions of primitive recursiveness, absolute and rela-

tive, extend via representing functions (IM, p. 227) to cases when some or

all of cp, Sf, 0 are replaced by predicates.

2. Alterations of quantifiers. 2.1. Let (ao, • • • , a„) = p%>.p°£ ( = 1 in

the case n = — 1, i.e. ( ) = 1). For each j ^ 1 (7), let (al, ■ ■ ■ > «i)

= Xr'-1 (al(T''-1), ■ ■ ■ , ai(Tn~1)) and (af)t = Xr'-1 (a'^r'"1)),-. Then, for each

j(j^Q),

(7) This makes (a{, ■ • • , a'n) = Xt-'"1 1 for re = -1 &j > 0 (= 1 for re = -1 &j = 0).

We can write "(a'0, • • • , a'„)" (with "j" shown) without ambiguity even when —1 is a possible

value of re. But "( )" shall mean 1, unless we show the type./ as by "a> = ( )"or"( )'".
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(2) ((ao, • • • , *{))< - a{ (O^ifZn).

Now we have, generalizing IM, p. 285 (17) and [14, p. 315, (1) and (5)]

to any j ^ 0,

(3) (Ea'o) ■ ■ • (Ea'n)A(a'o, ••-,«„) = (Ea')A((a)o, • • • , (a )„),

(4) (ai)(E8i+1)A(a\ 8^) - (E/?'+1)(«W, h/ 0* V', »»),

and their duals (3), (4).

Proofs. (3) Given al, • • • , ai for the left, a' = (oq, • • • , a^) is an a' for

the right, by (2). The converse implication is immediate. (4) (a')(EB'+1)A(ai,

B'+l) = (E8)(a')A(a'\ Xo-' 8(a>, tr')) m (EB^)(a')A(a\ X<r' B'+^a', <*<))),

since by (2), given any two-place B (not an object of one of our types 1.2)

for the middle expression, Bi+1 = Xt' B((t')o, (t')i) is one for the right.

2.2. Using induction on j, we define two primitive recursive functions

mp,- and pm,, for each j ^ 1, as follows:

mpi(aS 81) = *l(8l(0)),

pmx(ct2, 8°) = a2(\x  8°),

mpy+i(a'+1, 8i+1) = a'+KXcr'"1 pmy03''+1, v*"1)),

pmy+i(a'+2, 8') = a'+2(\tr' mpy(/3'', or')).

For j ^ 1, let mpj(aJ) = X/31' mp,(a', 8>) and pm,-(a>'+1) = X/3'-1 pm,(a'+1, B'~l);

and let mp0(a°) = Xx a0 and pmo(a') = a^O). The objects a' of type j are

mapped into objects a,+1 = mpy(a') of type j + 1, and a1' = pm,(af+1) is the

inverse mapping, as the following proposition states.

IX. For each j ^ 0,

(5) pm>(mpy(aO) = <*''•

The proof, using for j =S 1 induction on j, is straightforward.

Now we have, generalizing [14, (3)] to any j ^ 0,

(6) (Ea'")A(af) = (Ea'+1)A(pmj(a'+1)),

and its dual (6). For given an a' for the left, mp,-(a') is an a'+l for the right,

by (5).
2.3. It will be useful to have formulas for raising the type j by any number

m—j ^ 0. Using induction on m for m 2: j ^ 1, let

mOj(a ,8    ) = a(8    ),

m+1      j       m m—1 m      j       m—1 m

irnpj    (a, 8 ) = mpm(X/3       mpy (a , 8     ), 8 ),

i,  i   J—1. iiJ~\
pmy(a , /3    ) = a(8    ),

m+1      m+1      /— 1. m m—1 m+1       m—1 /—L

pm,-    (a      ,/3    )=pmy(X/3       pmm(a     ,0     ), /3    ).
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Also let
0      0 0 m      0       m-1 0

mp0(a ) = a ,        mp0(a , B     ) = a (m g 1),

00 0 1/!% K   \ m /   m\ "■/■.    m~2 r>\ /       ^   r>\
pm0(a ) = a ,        pm0(a ) = a (0),        pm0 (a ) = a (XB       0)        (m ^ 2).

Finally, for m £ j ^ 1 or m > j = 0, let mp?(aO = X/3™-1 mpJV'. /3"--1);
and for w ^ j ^ 1, let pm™(am) = X/3'-1 pm7(am, jS'"1).

X. .For eacfe m ^ j ^ 0,

(7) pm;(mpy(a)) = a,

(8) (Ea)A(a) = (EcT)A(pm™(am)) (m ^ j ^ 0).

2.4. When jo £ ji £   • • •   =g j, =g w, let <aj, • • • ,  a£>m = <mpJS(aJ),

• ■ • , mp?(ai")); and for j ^ w, let (am){ = pnr7((am),-). Then using (2) and

(7),

(9) «ay0°, • • • , otf)'f = a- (0 =g * S »).

Consistently with 2.1, we may write (aJ0°, • • • , odn)m as simply (a$, • • • , ofe)

when m = j„, and (am)f as (am),-. Finally, by (a) let us mean (ao0, • • • , oft)

where aJ0", ■ • • , o^n is the result of arranging a in order of nondecreasing type

preserving the given order within each type(7).

2.5. A consecutive set of m + 1 quantifiers of like kind and assorted types

^ m can be contracted into one type-w quantifier of the same kind, by using

first (8) and then (3) (or (8), (3)). The operation can be performed in one

step using (9). For example, when p^m,

(a)(ai)(a2)A(a, ah a2 ) = (a )A((a )0, (a )i, (a )2).

The prefix (a')(EBk) for any j ^ m and k ^ m + 1 can be changed to

(EBm+i)(am) (or dually) by use of (8), (8) and then (4) (or (4)). It ismore

expeditious, except when (4) or (4) is immediately applicable, to proceed in

the manner used in proving (4), using (9) to effect the contraction required

when k > 0. For example,

(a2)(Ex)A(a2, x) m (Ea3)(a2)A(a2, a3(a2)),

(ai)(EB3)A(a\83) = (EB)(ai)A(ai, Xc2 B(a\ cr2))

= (Ep)(a*)A(a\\cr2 p-*((a\ v2))).

The same technique can be used in advancing and contracting several quanti-

fiers simultaneously (cf. [14, Footnote 10]); e.g.

(x)(Ea3)(B3)(Ey')A(x, a3, B3, yl) =

(Ea)(Ey)(x)(B3)A(x, \<r2 a(x, a2), B3, Xt y(x, 83, I)) m

(Ea3)(Ey*)(x)(83)A(x, \cr2 <*»«*, c2)), B\ \t y\(x, B\ t))) m

(Ea)(B3)A((B3)°o, Xa   {(a)l\ (((0)1/)), (b\, XI {(a) i} (((B^l, (p\t))).
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2.6. These alterations of quantifiers are effected by substitutions of primi-

tive recursive functions in the scope. As another application of the contrac-

tion formulas:

XI. Given any function xp(a) of variables a of types ^ m, there is a function

\p'(am) such that each of\p(a) and xp'(am) comes from the other by substitution of

primitive recursive functions.

Proof. For example, given \p(a, a\, a™) (p ^ m), take \p'(am) = \p((am)o,

(o-)J, («"),). Then xP(a, cc\, a?) = *'(<«. «?. «?»•
2.7. We can use XI in connection with 1.9 when ^ include more-than-

one-place functions. For example (with p 5= m), if c/>(u) is primitive recursive

in \p(a, a\, o%), 0, then using \p(a, avu c%) = ip'((a, a\, aJT» we have <t>(a)

primitive recursive in xj/', 0 for \p' = \am\p((am)°Q, (am)i, (am)2). Thence by

1.9 we obtain a function tp(a, am+1) primitive recursive in © such that tp(a)

= <p(a, P) = cp(a, Xa™ ̂ ((a-)g, (a-)?, (or),).

3. Partial and general recursive functions. 3.1. By Church's thesis for

number-theoretic functions [4] and our extension of it to functions with vari-

ables of type 1 as well [12] and their converses, the general recursive func-

tions of variables of types 0, 1 comprise exactly the functions of such variables

which are "effectively calculable" (cf. IM, §62 and end §61). The effective

calculability is relative when there are type-1 variables. Thus, for a function

d>(a) of a type-1 variable a, we imagine after Turing [30, pp. 172-173, 200]

an "oracle" for a who at any step in the computation can be called upon to

supply the value of a(y) for a computed y (8). The use of the word "oracle"

emphasizes that in the steps from a y to the value of a(y) the otherwise

mechanical character of the computation is transcended. The computation

is carried out by a preassigned procedure, using steps all of them mechanical

except those from y to a(y), which we "assume" provided upon demand.

For a function c/>(F) of a type-2 variable F, it seems natural to image

similarly an "oracle" for F who at any step in the computation can be called

upon to supply the value of F(B) when a procedure for computing B(y) for

any y has arisen. Quite as before, we mean by this that d>(F) can be computed

by a preassigned procedure, using steps all of them mechanical except for

steps from a 8 to the value of F(B). Such steps we "assume" provided upon

demand, under circumstances in which we could in the same sense, i.e. with

the help of the oracle for F, compute B(y) for any y (y = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■).

When the oracle for F is used, if the computations of B(y) for each y = 0, 1,

2, • • • are considered to be parts of the computation of </>(F), that computa-

tion for the given F will not be a finite object, unlike the computation of

4>(a) for a given a. It cannot be otherwise when F(B) depends on all the values

of B.

(8) Turing had in mind only particular as (primarily, in our terms, the representing func-

tion of (x)Ti(y, y, x)), while here (as in [12] and IM) we are adding the idea of uniformity in a

(the procedure for computing not varying with a, but only the answers the oracle gives) to

obtain the effective calculability of a function of a.
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So, it seems, this is the direction the generalization of effective calcula-

bility to type 2 must take, if we are to allow arbitrary type-2 objects F as

arguments. The resulting notion, though it employs a very potent oracle, is

still an immense restriction on the notion of an arbitrary function cb(F), and

should be of mathematical interest. That the computation of cp(F) is not in

general a finite object is already illustrated by the primitive recursive func-

tions cf>(F). Our objective now is to characterize what, we believe, is the class

of all functions cb(F) which are effectively calculable (and more generally, of

all such functions cp(a) for a of assorted types).

Besides developing the theory for arbitrary F's as we are proposing here,

we can consider specializations and alternatives under restrictions on the F's.

Our basic idea of the effective calculability of a function cp admitting non-

constructive objects as arguments is that the calculation should be perform-

able by preassigned rules, constructively except for the use of the oracles

necessary to put in those nonconstructive objects. Basically, each of those

nonconstructive objects can be a function (so cp is a functional), and the role

of the oracle for it is to give its value when supplied its argument(s). Different

notions of "effectively calculable" or "constructive" functional may be re-

lated on this basis (9).

3.2. For functions of variables of types 0, 1, there are a number of ways

of describing the class of the general recursive functions, or in other words

there are a number of notions equivalent to general recursiveness as usually

formulated (cf. IM, §62). In setting out to give an extension to higher types

of variables that shall preserve Church's thesis, one should not assume a

(•) For example, in [18] we confine F to functions (called countable functionals of type 2)

each of whose values F(0) is determined by finitely many values of p(y). Then we employ an

oracle to which we give a different role in relation to F than above. We may ask this oracle a

question of the form, "Does F(/3) have the same value for all /3's such that /3(0) — bo, • - - ,

P(x — 1) = &i_i, and if so what is that value?" (The question can be asked by supplying to the

oracle a value of (i(x) (3).) The oracle may reply either "No comment" or "Yes, and that value

is —"; but, for a given /3, there must be some x for which he gives the second kind of answer.

In [18, §l] we note that this amounts to having an oracle in the basic sense for a certain kind

of type-1 function F( ' (or a(2) if F = a2) called an associate of F. Under the thesis that the effec-

tively calculable functions on a given domain are those which are general recursive on that

domain (indeed, the case of it for a type-1 variable already entertained in [12] and IM end

§61), the functions 0(F) "effectively calculable" with this new kind of oracle are those with 0i

partial recursive, where 0i(F( }) = 0(F) for every associate F< ; of F; these 0(F) we call recur-

sively countable (cf. [18, Theorem 2]). All functions 0(F) general recursive (as defined below)

for F countable are recursively countable [18, Theorem 4]. Whether the converse is true is an

open problem. This does not mean that the class of the general recursive functions 0(F) may

be too narrow to represent effective calculability when F is restricted to be countable (i.e. that

our thesis may fail for such F). It only means (under the thesis) that there may be functions

0(F) for which 0i(F( >) is effectively calculable, though 0(F) itself is not, in the basic sense.

That is, the new oracle may be more potent. (We failed in an attempt to determine whether

there is an effective way to perform the job the new oracle does by using the basic oracle for F.)

There are purposes for which one maybe more interested in using the new oracle (i.e. in having

merely 0i rather than 0 effectively calculable in the basic sense).
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priori that it is immaterial which of the existing notions for types 0, 1 he ex-

tends. We shall in fact start with a new formulation, which provides the es-

sentials for Church's thesis quite directly, and later (in §8 and Part II) we

shall examine extensions of the several existing notions.

3.3. One essential for Church's thesis to hold is that there be available

a modicum of elementary operations of computation. This is provided by the

schemata for primitive recursive functions.

3.4. The second essential is that there be the means for reflecting upon

computation procedures already set up as objects and computing further

computation procedures from them.

This second essential entails that there should be no means for deciding

in general whether a computation procedure terminates. For otherwise by

diagonalization we could effectively get outside our class of computation

procedures, so Church's thesis could not apply.

A function <p, taking a natural number as value, which is defined over

some subset proper or improper of a set D we call a partial function over D;

we then sometimes think of cf) as a function from Dto{0,l,2,---;u}

where u stands for "undefined" (cf. IM, pp. 325-326). In the following, we

deal with partial functions c/>(a) for a a given list of variables of the types

introduced in 1.2, so D is the set of all ra-tuples of objects of the respective

types of a.

When 4>(a) and *p(a) are partial functions, we write <j>(a) c^ i^(a) to express

that both tp(a) and \p(a) are defined with the same value or both are unde-

fined (IM, p. 327).
3.5. In order to allow computation procedures, or what comes to the

same thing recursive (or "computable") functions, to be treated as objects in

computing further computation procedures, we shall assign numbers called

"indices" to the recursive functions. (The indices take over the role of the

Godel numbers in our previous theory of general and partial recursive func-

tions; cf. IM, pp. 292, 330, 340 ff., and [17, §3].)
We begin with an assignment of indices to the primitive recursive func-

tions. Consider such a function <p(a). Let r be the maximum type of a (1.4),

and let »),•••,», be the numbers of variables in a of types 0, • • • , r, re-

spectively (thus nr>0, except for a empty). We assign to <p(a) an index deter-

mined by a given primitive recursive description of <p(a). For <p(a) introduced

by a given one of the schemata S1-S8, the index is the number shown at the

right opposite the schema (cf. 1.3, 2.1), where (in the cases of S4, S5, S6 and

S8) g and h are the indices already determined for the \p and x by the descrip-

tions of them as part of the given description of d>.

Under this method of indexing, inversely an index of 4>(a) determines an

irredundant description of c/>(a), say that one in which at each application of

S4 or S5 the entire descriptions of the \p and the x. and nothing else, each ap-
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pear separately and successively preceding the application of S4 or S5, and

similarly at each application of S6 or S8.

3.6. Now for example we can define a function cf>(a) whose value for argu-

ments a is cpn(a) where, for each b, cpb(a) is the function with index x(b). If

{z}(a) is the function of a with index z, the function #(a) can be written

<£(«) = {x(u)}(«)- To introduce this cp(a) it would suffice to use S4 with

x(«) and the function ip(a, b) = {a}(b) as given functions. This suggests the

definition of "partial recursive function" we now adopt.

3.7. To obtain the partial recursive functions, we use the schemata S1-S8,

now with ^ instead of = and interpreting a'(\a'~2 x(a', <x>~2, b)) for S8 to

be undefined when Xa'-2x(«', a'-2, b) is incompletely defined(10), and one

further schema

S9 4>(a, b, c) ~ {a} (b)        (9, (n0, ■ ■ ■ , nf), {mo, ■ ■ ■ , m,)),

where s is the maximum type of b, and m0, ■ • ■ , m, are the numbers of vari-

ables in b of types 0, • • • , s, respectively. A function cp(a) is partial recursive,

if there is a partial recursive description of it in terms of these schemata. Each

partial recursive description of cf,(a) determines an index and inversely, in

the same manner as before (3.5). Finally, for each z which is an index of a

partial recursive function cp(a) and each a, \z}(a) is the value if defined of

cp(a); otherwise {z}(u) is undefined. (For number variables a, {z}(a) is not

the function so written in IM, p. 340, but the analog of it here.)

A partial recursive function cp(a) which is defined for all a is general recur-

sive. A predicate is partial (general) recursive, if its representing function is

partial (general) recursive.

3.8. The definition of {z} (a) via an interaction of schemata and indexing

can be elaborated as follows. First, {z} (a) is defined only when z is an index

of a function cp(a). Second, the schemata S1-S9 can be written as equations

to be satisfied by {z} (a) as a partial function of z and a varying list a of

variables; e.g.:

SI {(l,(no,- ■ ■ ,nf)))(a,b)~a'.

S5a {(5, (no, ■ ■ ■ , nf), g, h))(0, b) =* {g}(b).

S5b {(5, (n0, • • • , nf), g, h)\ (a', b)^{h} (a, {(5, <»„, • • • , nf), g, h)) (a, b), b).

58 { (8, (no, ■ ■ ■ , nf),j, h)\ (a', b) cm a'(Xa'-2 {h) (a', a'~2, b)).

59 j (9, (m, ■ ■ ■ , nf), (mo, • ■ • , «.»} (a, b, c) =* {a} (b).

Third, these equations can be construed as the direct clauses of a trans-

finite inductive definition (cf. [ll, §7], IM §53) of the predicate {z}(ct) ~m

(each applicable however only for z an index of a function of a). Thus SI is a

basic clause, and S5a, S5b, S8, S9 can be read as inductive clauses; e.g.:

(10) Likewise \KxW. &) for S4 (x(o, 0(a, 6), 6) for S5) shall be undefined when x(b) (0(a, 6))
is undefined, i.e. it shall have the "weak sense" IM, p. 327,
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S5b   If {(5, (n0, • • • , nr), g, h)} (a, b) ~ u and {h] (a, u, b) ca w,

then {(5, (n0, • • • , nT), g, h} )(a', b) ~ w.

58 If for each a'"2, [h] (a*, a'"2, 6) ~ y'-^a''2),

then {(8, (n0, • ■ • , nr),j, h)}(a', b) c^a'Xy'-1)-

59 If {a} (b) ~ w, then { (9, (n0, • • • , nr), (m0, • • • , w,))} (a, b, c) ^ w.

As the extremal clause of the inductive definition, {2} (a) a* w is to hold only

as required by the direct clauses.

Now we can prove by mathematical induction, in the form corresponding

to this inductive definition, that, for given values of z and a, the proposition

{z} (a) c^w holds for at most one natural number w. The proof is afforded

by the fact that, for given z and a, at most one of the equations has {2} (a)

as left member.

Thereby {2} (a) is defined as the partial function whose value, for given 2

and a, is the unique w (if any) such that {2} (a) ~ to holds by the inductive

definition.

Mathematical induction in the aforesaid form can be used to establish

properties of {2} (a) when defined. We shall refer to such an induction as

induction on {2} (—).

3.9. We consider an example to illustrate how the inductive definition of

{2} (a) on w provides a computation process for {2} (a) (but one which in

general makes the computation an infinite object, cf. 3.1).

Given 2, F, where 2 is an index of a function of F, how do we compute

jzl(F)? Say e.g. z = (4, <0, 0, 1), g, h). Then the value of {z}(F) is that of

{g}({^}(F), F), if the latter is defined. Consider first \h}(F). Say e.g.

h = (8, (0, 0, 1), 2, k). Then the value of {h} (F) is that of F(B) as supplied

by the "oracle" for F, provided that, for each y, {&}(F, y) is defined with

value 8(y). That is, if, for each y, by proceeding similarly to compute {k} (F, y)

a value would be obtained, call it B(y), a value of {/i}(F) results, call it

u (u = F(B)). Say g = (9, (1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1)). Then the value of [g}(u, F)

is that of jw}(F) if defined. Say u = (2, (0, 0, 1), 5). Then the value of

{m}(F) is 5; this is the value of [g}(u, F), of \g}({h}(F), F), and of \z}(F),

which we sought.

3.10. By our definition, the class of the partial recursive functions is

closed under applications of the primitive recursive schemata S1-S8 (n). In

particular, primitive recursive functions are partial recursive; and the class

of partial recursive functions is closed under primitive recursion, and under

C1) In the presence of S9, primitive recursion S5 can clearly be replaced by some selection

of initial functions, as was the case for types g 1 in the presence of the author's p-schema (cf.

[9] and Grzegorczyk [6]). However it adds little to the work below to keep S5, and we prefer

doing so to being drawn here into the investigation of what initial functions constitute a good

choice for this purpose. Besides, some of the theory for partial recursive functions includes

conveniently theory for primitive recursive functions by S5 being kept.
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substitution so long at least as substitution for a function variable takes place

only directly for the argument of a function variable (for while we have S8,

we do not immediately have IV). Clearly I, II, III, VI extend to partial re-

cursive functions.

As to IV, the former proof gives it to us for the case cp(a, a", b) is primitive

recursive, 0(a, b, r"-1) is general recursive, and n — 1 (so that Case 8 Subcase 1

of the proof will not arise). The extension of IV more generally (and thence

of V, VII) will be dealt with in §4 and in Part II.

The extension of VIII will be given by XVII and XXXI below.

3.11. XII. |z}(u) is a partial recursive function of z, a such that (o}(u),

{1 j (a), {2 } (a), • • •   is an enumeration with repetitions of the partial recursive

functions of a. (Enumeration theorem for partial recursive functions.)

Proof. {z}(a) is partial recursive, because it is introduced by S9 with c

empty. Thence, for each fixed z, using S4 to substitute for z the constant func-

tion x(u) = z given by S2 with z as the q, \z} (a) is a partial recursive function

of a. Any partial recursive function cp(a) has an index z by 3.7, and cp(a)

~{z}(a).

Remark 2. XII is the analog of IM, Theorem XXII, p. 341, but our use of

indices gives it to us at the very beginning of the theory. By XII, we get all

partial recursive functions using only S9 with c empty and substitution of

constants z, but of course S1-S8 enter into our definition of the function

{a}(b) introduced by S9.

3.12. XIII. For each m ^ 1: There is a primitive recursive function

Sm(z, yi, • • ■ , ym) such that, if cp(yi, • ■ • , ym, b) is a partial recursive function

of the variables yi, ■ ■ ■ , ym, b with index z, then for each fixed yi, • • • , ym,

Sm(z, yi, • • • , ym) is an index of cf>(yi, ■ • ■ , ym, b) as a function of b (analo-

gously to IM, Theorem XXIII, p. 342).

Proof, by induction on m. Basis (m = 1). We have cf>y(b) ~0(y, b)

~0(x(b), b) by S4 where x(b) = y by S2. So take Sl(z, y) = (4, [(z)i/2], z,

(2, [(z)i/2], y», noting that, if (z)i = (n0, nu - - ■ , nf) with n0 > 0, [(z)i/2]

= («o —1, »i, • • • , nf). Ind. step. Take Sm+l(z, yu ■ ■ ■ , ym, ym+f)

= Sl(Sm(z, yi, ■ ■ ■ , ym), ym+i).

XIV. Given any partial recursive function \p(z, b), an index e ofip(e, b) can

be found; thus we can solve for z the equation

{z}(b)~+(z, b).

(The recursion theorem, analogous to IM, Theorem XXVII, pp. 352-353.)

Proof. By the same method as before; i.e. let/ be an index of \p(S1 (y,y), b)

as a function of y, b, and take e = 51(/,/).

3.13. XV. If\po(a), \pi(a) are partial recursive functions, and Q(a) is a par-

tial recursive predicate, the function

^,s    jUa)ifQ(a),

Wo) if 0(a)
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(undefined exactly if Q(a) is undefined, or Q(a) is true and \po(o.) is undefined, or

Q(a) is false and >px(o) is undefined) is partial recursive.

Proof. Let x(a) be the representing function of Q(a), and let e,- be an index

of ^i(a) (i = 0, 1). Define a primitive recursive function ir by

lea if i = 0,

Ui if * ̂  0.
Then 0(a) ca (ir(x(a))) (a).

XVI. If x(b, y) is partial recursive, so is ay[x(b, y) =0]. (Cf. IM, pp. 279,

329-330.)
Proof. We have pty [x(b, y) =0] ca <j>(b, 0) where

10 if x(b, y) = 0,
Mb, y) ca <

U(b, y')' if x(6, y) * 0.

Note that this does make tp(b, 0) undefined not only when, as y increases, a y

for which x(&> y) is undefined occurs before one for which x(b, y) = 0, but

also (as then <p(b, 0) ca l+tp(b, 1) ca 2+<p(b, 2) ca ■ ■ ■ ) when all x(&, ?) are

false. To get <p(b, y) as a partial recursive function, let

Mzb    )ca 1° lf X(6' y) = °'
'        t{z}(b,y')' if x(b,y)^o

(using XV), and set c/>(b, y) 2^ ^(e, b, y) where e is index of \p(e, b, y) given by

XIV.
XVII. Each function c/>(a) of variables a of type ^ 1 partial (general) re-

cursive in the former sense (e.g. IM, Chapters XI, XII) is partial (general)

recursive in the present sense.

Proof. By the former normal form theorem (IM, Theorem XIX, p. 330)

with XVI and VIII. (We are not yet considering here any but completely

defined functions as values of our type-1 variables, so IM, Theorem XIX is

available to us. The situation when incompletely defined functions are al-

lowed as type-1 arguments will be considered in Part II.)

XVIII. If\po(a), • • ■ , ^m(a), Qo(a), ■ • • , Qm(a) are partial recursive, so is

the function
\r-o(a) if Qo(a),

otherwise \px(a)  if Qx(a),
tp(a) ca ■

otherwise \pm(o.) if Qm(a)

(undefined exactly if there is no i (0 ^ i ^ m) such that Qo(a), • ■ ■ , Qi-x(a)

are false, Qi(a) is true and ^.(a) is defined). (Definition by cases.)

Proof. Let e0, • • ■ , em (qo, • ■ • , qm) be indices of iAo(o), • • • , ^(a) (of the

representing functions of Q0 (a), • • • , Qm(a)), and let
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eo     if i = 0,

p(i) = I       ... .
em_i if t = w—1.

em    if i^w,

50     if *=0,

<r(i) =      .
qm-i if i = m— 1,

qm     if *<§*».

Then using XVI, let

4,(a)~{P(pi[{a(i)}(a) = 0])}(a).

We shall compare XVIII with the previous result for types 0, 1 (IM,

Theorem XX(c), p. 337) in Part II.

3.14. Relative partial and general recursiveness are obtained by allowing

assumed functions \pi, • • • , \pi (briefly, Sf), introduced by applications of

SO.i (1.8, excluding the alternative there). Indices become indices from

Sf; {z}(u) becomes (z}*(a). For uniformity, cf. 1.9; for predicates, cf. 1.10.

In an application of SO.i it may now happen that some Xa'-2 Xk(<x'~2, b) is

an incompletely defined function and thus not an object from the range of

y't~l as established in 1.2. Here we shall take the result of the substitution into

ipi to be undefined in this case, just as in 3.7 for S8.j we took a'(Xa'~2 x(«'> a'-2,

b)) to be undefined when Xa'-2x(«', a'*2, b) is incompletely defined.

On the other hand, there is no reason here for not allowing ipi, • • • , \pi to

be partial functions.

3.15. Wheni/'i, • • • , \pi are completely defined functions, the transforma-

tions of 1.9 (extended to include S9) and 2.7 provide an alternative (for most

purposes) to developing the theory in relativized form.

4. Construction of indices. 4.1. We now write Ix(z) (PRI(z)), and say z is

an index (primitive recursive index), when z is an index of a partial (primitive)

recursive function cf>(a) as assigned in 3.7 (in 3.5)(12). In this case we also say

z is an index for a. Then if a is a list of variables with r and no, • • - , nr as in

3.5, (n0, • • • , nf) = (z)i and r = tp(z) where tp is the primitive recursive

function defined thus:

tp(z) = p.ii<z(j)i<j<zpj\ («)i.

XIX.  The predicates Ix(z) and PRI(z) are primitive recursive.

Proof for Ix(z). Ix(z) satisfies the course-of-values recursion

(") It is a trifling departure from the analogy to Godel numbers (IM, pp. 292, 330, 340)

that we do not call any s such that (a)[0(a)~ |z}(o)] an "index" of 0(a). By 3.7, such a s

can fail to be an index only when 0(a) is the completely undefined function of a.
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Ix(z) - [((2)0=1 V (2)o = 3) & 2= II p/)i8c(z)x.o>o\
L i<2 J

v [(2)0=2 &2= n piz)i & (2)i>ol
L »<3 J

V [(2)o = 4 & z= II P?* & Ix((z)2) & (2)2,1 = 2- (z)x & Ix((z)3) & (2)3.1= (2)1]
L i<4 J

V[(2)0=5&2=n/>r)*'&lx((2)2)&2-(2)2,1=(2)1&lx((2)3)&(2)3,l=2-(2)1]
L «4 J

v [(2)0=6 & 2= n pl'u & Wt<wi.w, & ix((«)4) & (2)4,1=Wi]
L i<5 J

V [(2)o=7 & z= TJ *!"' & (a)i.o>0 & (*)i.i>ol

v [(2)0=8 & 2= n pi°u & w«>i & wi.w,>o & ix((«),)
L »<4

&(2)8.1 = #(,),-*-(2)l

V [(2)o = 9 & 2= II ^  & (2)1,0X2)2.0 & (*)o«a,((z)l,,^(z)M)l .
L l<3 J

4.2. XX. There is a primitive recursive function w(j, k, g) such that, for a,

cti as in Schema S6, if g is an index of\p(a), then ir(j, k, g) is one of<p(ai).

Proof. Let ir(j, k, g, 0) = g, ir(j, k, g, l+l) = (6, (g)x, j, k, w(j, k, g, I)),

i"0'» k, g) = w(j, k, g, k) (cf. the proof of II).
XXI. There is a primitive recursive function i(z, m) such that, if 2 is an

index of <p(a), and c arc variables distinct from a and consisting of mo, • ■ ■ , m,

of types 0, • • • , s, then 1(2, (m0, ■ ■ ■ , mi)) is an index of tf>(a, c) = <p(a) with

X(c(2, (mo, • ■ ■ , tn.))) = X(2) (cf. III).

Proof. We define 1(2, m) by the course-of-values recursion

((z)o,m-(z)x,(z)2) if (2)0=2 V (z)o = °,

((z)o,m-(z)x,i.((z)i,m),i((z)3,m)) if (2)0 = 4 V (2)0 = 5,

1(2, m) =    (6,m-(z)x,(z)i,(z)3,i((z)i,m)) if (2)0=6,

<8,w(z)i, (2)2, i((z)3,m)) if (z)0=8,

.((2)0,tn-(2)1) otherwise.

XXII. For each n ^ 1, there is a primitive recursive function yn(z, to, p)

with the following property. Suppose a contains exactly p type-n variables; and

let z, w be indices of <p(a, an, b), 8(a, b, c, rn_1), respectively. Then, for values of
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a, b, c such that Xrn_1 0(a, b, c, r"-1) is completely defined and cf>(a, cr", b) is a"e-

fined when <x" = Xrn_1 0(a, b, c, r"_1),

(10) cp(a, Xr""1 0(a, b, c, r""1), b) = {y„(z, w, p)} (a, b, c).

Proof, by induction on n. Take any n 2; 1. We shall take y„(z, w, £) =0,

except for Ix(z) & (z)i,n>p & Ix(w) & pn-i-(z)i\pn-(w)i, when the appropri-

ate following case shall apply. The first eight cases correspond to those in the

proof of IV. We use induction on {z}( —) (cf. end 3.8) in proving (10) from

the specifications for yn(z, w, p) worked out in the cases. In conclusion we

shall show that a primitive recursive y„ exists that meets all the specifications.

Case 5. (z)o = 5. First, starting from z, w as indices of cp(a, b, cr, b),

6(a, b, b, c, r), we construct indices (right column) for the functions (left

column) used in the treatment of Case 5 for IV.

0i(b, b, c, u, t) : A = tt(0, (w)^(1 +(2^n)),w).

6(a, b, b, b, c,u,t): B = (6, 4-(w)h 0, («0i.o+l, (6, 4- (»),, 0, (aOi.o+1, i(A,4))).

*(b,b,c,«): C = yn((z)i,A,p).

x(a, b, b, b, c, u): D = yn((z)s, B, p).

<p(a,b,b,c,u): E = (5,2-(C)i, C,D).

cbi(u, a, b, b, c): F = (6, (E)i, 0, (E)i.o^ 1, E).

,,(a,b,b,c): G=(3,(C)1).

4>(a,b,b,c): H = (4, (C)1; F, G>.

Let yn(z, w, p) = H. Consider any particular (a0, bo, bo, c0) such that Xr

0(ao, b0, b0, Co, r) is completely defined and c/>(a0, bo, ao, b0) is defined for o-0

= Xr 0(ao, bo, b0, Co, r). Then ^(bo, cr0, b0) is defined and x(a, 0, bo, <r0, b0) is de-

fined for (a, b) = (0, cp(0, b0, <r0, b0)), • • • , (a0 —1, c/>(a0-l, b0, cr0, b0)). This

information suffices for the applications of the hypothesis of the induction on

{z}( —) to conclude, by the method of proof under IV (taking (b, b, c, u)

= (bo, bo, Co, a0), and considering only a ^ a0 for the induction on a at the

end), that taking <p(a, b, b, c) ~ {H}(a, b, b, c) will make cp(a0, b0, b0, c0)

= </>(ao, b0, Xr 0(ao, b0, bo, Co, r), b0).

Case 8. (z)0 = 8. Subcase 1. n = (z)2 &.p = 0 (only for n > 1).

0(a'-2, b, c, r): A = (6, Pn-i- (w)i, »-2, (w)i,„_2, t(i», ^n-2)).

X(a'-2,b,c):     B = Tn((z)3,A,0).

Xi(b, c, a'-2):    C = 7r(«-2, (B)lin_2-1, B).

<p(b, c): D = yn-i(w, C, (w)i.^-i-1).

Let 7„(z, w, ^)) = D. Consider any b0, Co such that Xr 0(bo, Co, r) is completely

defined and cp(cro, b0) is defined for cr0 = Xr 0(bo, c0, r). Then x(cr0, a'-2, b0) is

defined for each a'-2, and so, by hyp. ind. on {z}( —), letting x(a'~2, b, c)
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ca {B}(a'-2, b, c) does make x(«)_2> bo, c0) = x(o"o, <x'~2, bo). But putting

«o-1 = Xa'-2 x(ffo, a'~2, b0), <$>(<Ta, bo) = 8(b0, C0, «o~l), so by hyp. ind. on n let-

ting c/>(b, c) ca {D} (b, c) does make <£(b0, c0) = <p(<To, b0).

Subcase 2. n ^(z)2 V £ ?*0.

d(a>, a'-2, b, b, C, t): A = (6, pM^i-(wi), (z)2^2, (w)x,(z)^ 2, t(w, Pw^i))-

X(a'\ a''-2, b, b, c):   B = yn((z)3, A, p+s~g~\ n-((2)2-2) | ).

«(a>, b, b, c): C = <8, [(B)x/pw^*\, (Z)2) B).

Case 9. (2)0 = 9. Subcase 1. p ^ (2)2,„ (so cr" is one of the variables c

for the schema S9). Let7„(2, to, p) = (9, [(w)x/pn-x], (z)2).

Subcase 2. p < (z)i,„. Write a = (a, b), b = (e, f) with (b, <r, c) the b, and

f the c, for the schema. Now d>(a, b, a, b) ca {a} (b, cr, e) and 8(a, b, b, c, t)

~ {S^w, a)} (b, b, c, r) by XIII. So for values of a, b, b, c which make

cr0 = Xr 0(a, b, b, c, t) completely defined and {a}(b, cr0, e) defined, the hyp.

ind. on {2} (—) gives that d>(a, b, Xt 8(a, b, b, c, t), b) = {yn(a, S1(w, a),p)}

(b, b, c). So using XIII it will suffice to take yn(z, w, p) = S3(D, gn, w, p)

where D is an index of Xgwpabbc { {g}(a, S1(w, a), p)} (b, b, c) constructed as

follows and g„ is an index of yn- Let e be an index of \gwpa {g} (a, Sl(w,a), p).

We construct further indices.

Xgwpabbc {g}(a,S1(w, a),p): A = t(e, [(w)x/2pn-x]).

Ubbcgwpa {b} (b, b, c): B0 = <9, 2*- [(w)x/pn-x], [(w)x/2pn-x]).

B,+1= <6,(B0)1,0,(Bo)i.o-- 1,B,).

XJg^abbc {0} (b, b, c): C = (6, (B0)i, 0,4, B4).

Xgwpabbc {{g}(a,Si(w,o),p}(b,b,c): D = <4, (A)x, C, A).

Conclusion. Bringing together the definitions of yn(z, to, p) proposed in

the cases, we can by the recursion theorem XIV pick an index gn of y„ (which

gn is called for in Case 9) so that the resulting recursion is satisfied. But

with this g„ fixed, we can see as follows from the form of the recursion for

yn(z, w, p) that yn is primitive recursive, using for n > 1 the hyp. ind. on n

by which yn-x (which occurs in Case 8, Subcase 1) is primitive recursive. The

right side is built up primitive recursively from z, w, p and parts 7«(Z, W, P)

with Z < z (under the hypothesis of the case in which the part occurs) and

Z, W, P primitive recursive functions of 2, to, p. Thus the recursion is a course-

of-values recursion on z with "nesting" or "substitution for the parameters"

to, p, and hence by Peter [22, §§1, 2, especially Nr. 20, p. 632] or [23, §§3, 5]

defines a primitive recursive function yn.

4.3. Now we recapitulate XXII, taking c empty and putting <p(a, b)

ca [yn(z, w, p)} (a, b). This gives us a version of IV extended to partial and

general recursive functions.
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XXIII. For n ^ 1: Ifcp(a, trn, b) and 0(ct, b, rn_1) are partial recursive, there

is a partial recursive function cp(a, b) such that

(11) <K«, b) = <f>(a, Xt-1 0(a, b, r"-1), b)

/or values of a, bfor which Xr"-1 0(a, b, r"-1) is completely defined and cp(a, Xr"-1

0(a, b, r"-1), b) is defined. Thus: If cf>(a, cr", b) ana* 0(a, b, rn_1) are general re-

cursive, so is cf>(a, b) = <p(a, Xrn_1 0(a, b, r"_1), b).

4.4. Using partial or general recursiveness in functions Sf, and indices

from Sf (3.14), we obtain a relativized version XXIII* of XXIII.

4.5. XXIV. For any j ^ 0: If ^(a', b) and x(a, «', «)+1> b) are general

recursive, so is the function cp(a, a', b) defined by

U(0, a>, b) = 4,(a>; b),

U(a', a', b) = x(a, a', Xa' <p(a, a>, b), b).

(Functional recursion; for j = 0, Peter's "primitive Rekursion der II-ten

Stufe"(8).)

Proof. Let x(z, a, a1, b) be the partial recursive function given by XXIII

such that

(12) x(z, a, a', b) = x(a-M, a', Xa' {*}(a-l, a', b), b)

for values of z, a, b which make Xa' {z} (a — 1, a', b) completely defined. Using

XV, let
/*(«',&) if a = 0,

ip(z, a, a', b) ~ <
lX(z,a,a',b) if a^O.

Using the recursion theorem XIV, pick an index e of \p(e, a, a', b), and let

cf>(a, a', b) ~ {e} (a, a'', b) ~ \p(e, a, a1', b). Now, for any given b, we prove by

induction on a that cp(a, a1', b) is defined for every a> and satisfies the recursion

in XXIV. Basis. <f>(0, a', b) cmp(e, 0, a1, b) ~ \p(a'', b), which is defined since
\p is general recursive. Ind. step. cp(a', a1', b) cmp(e, a', a1', b) ~ x(e, a', a', b)

~x(a' — 1, a', Xa' [e}(a' — l, a', b), b) (by (12), since by hyp. ind. Xa'

\e}(a' — i, a>, b) = Xa' cp(a, a', b) is completely defined) ~ x(«, a', Xa'

<£(a, a', b), b).

4.6. XXV. There are primitive recursive functions vo, vi, vi, • • ■ such that

vo(n) (vj(n) for aj>0) is a primitive recursive index of \ai • • ■ a„ (ai, ■ • • , a„)

(ofXal ■ ■ ■ air'-1 (a^r'-1), • • • , aj^r'-1))).

Proof for j > 0, using induction on n. Basis. Let Vj(0) = (2, p;_i, 1).

Ind. step. Assume vi(n) is an index of Xa{ ■ ■ ■ air'-1 (aftr'-1), • • • , c^(t''-1))-

Let h be an index of Xnba'^''^ 0#f(r'~1). We construct further indices.

,,   / i   i i-l .      J (.J"11      . ,. ,„!,,      .      «x.
Aoa! • • • ana t     b-pn : A = 7r(j, n, t(o («, re), />y)).

Xai • • • ana r      (ai(r     ),•••, a'n(r    )): B = i(vj(n), pf).

Xai ■ ■ ■ aUiT      (a'i(T    ),-•-, an+i(r~ )): Vj(n+1) = (4, (B)i, A, B).
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5. Reduction of the inductive definition of {2} (a) caw to an explicit defini-

tion. 5.1. In computing {2}(a) the numbers no, • • • , nr in general vary, but

r does not increase (for by I with 3.10 r remains fixed throughout the partial

recursive description determined by 2, while applications of S9 start new par-

tial recursive descriptions determined by the a with the same or smaller r,

etc.). In analyzing the inductive definition of {2} (a) ca w it will help to con-

tract all the variables of each type j ^ r into one.

So for each r ^ 0 we define (writing nj = (z)i,j; cf. 2.1, 4.1)

{z}[a, a1, • ■ ■ , ar]

=* {z}((a)o, • • • , (a)»„-i, (aJ)o, • • •, («%_!, • •• , (ar)o, ■ • • , (ar)„r-i)

if Ix(2)  and tp(2) ^ r; otherwise   {2} [a, a1, • • ■ , ar] shall be undefined.

Then by (2), when 2 is an index for ax, • • • ,a»0,a\, ■ ■ • ,a„v ■ ■ ■ , a[, ■ ■ ■ ,a^,

{2} (ax, • • • , a„0, ax, • • • , a„v ■ • ■ , ca, • • • , a„r)

ca {2} [(ah • • • , a„0), (ax, ■ • ■ , ani), ■ ■ ■ , (ah ■ ■ ■ ,a»r)].

5.2. XXVI. For each r^2, there are primitive recursive predicates I and J

such that, when {2} [a, a1, • ■ • , ar] is defined,

(14) {2} [a, a1, ■ ■ • , «'] = «> - (8r~1)(E^-2)I(z, a, a\ ■ ■ ■ , a', w, 8T~\ ^2),

(15) {2} [a, a1, • • • , a*] = w = (E8'~1)^r-2)J(z, a, a1, • ■ ■ , a', w, Br~\ Zr~2).

The proof occupies 5.3-5.9. We assume r ^ 2, though afterwards (in

5.21-5.22) we shall use parts of the material for r = 0,1. For 5.3-5.6, though

of course 2 can take any value in the recursions, we assume for the discussion

that Ix(z) & tp(z)gr.

5.3. The "stages" in the computation of {2} (F) in the example of 3.9 can

be arranged in a "tree," thus:

/{«}(«, F)-(«}(F)-5

{2}(F)\ /{*}(F,2)...
^^{h}(F)^—{k}(F,l) ■ ■ ■.

^S*}(F,0)..-

Similarly (assuming Ix(z) & tp (z)^r) we can consider the stages in the

computation of {2} [a, a1, • • • , ar] arranged in a tree. However to avoid

syntactical considerations here, we consider the "positions" in the tree as

being occupied, not by the expressions beginning with "{2} [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar]"

at the 0- (or leftmost) position, but instead by the r + 2-tuples of objects

which occur successively as arguments of X2aa1 • • • ar {z} [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar]

in    carrying    out    the    computation.    Thus    let    (20, a0,  a0, ■ • • , ar0)
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= (z, a, a1, • • • , ar); this is the r+2-tuple at the 0-position. Say a branch

has been generated as far as the r+2-tuple (z„, a„, off,, ■ ■ ■ , aj,) at its re-

position. Then there are one, two or infinitely many choices of the r + 2-tupIe

(z„+i, a„+i, an+i, • • ■ , oi!n+x) at the w + 1-position.

Here we exclude the possibility of zero choices, so each branch of the tree

extends ad infinitum, by letting

(zn+i, an+x, an+i, • • • , a,+i) = (zn, an, a„, • • • , an)

in the cases (S1-S3, S7) when the computation terminates by the schema

giving the value of {z„} [an, a\, ■ • • , oQ outright. (We should accordingly

redraw the tree shown above to replace the "—5" by "— (w}(F)

— fw}(F) • ■ ■ ".) Likewise, in the case for S9, which says {z}(a, b, c)

~ [a] (b), when the a is not an index for the b, we shall not go on from the

r + 2-tuple for {z}(a, b, c) to that for {a}(b), but repeat the former ad in-

finitum. It is a consequence of lx(z) & tp(z) ^r and these provisions, by in-

duction on re, that along every branch for every re, Ix(z„) & tp(z„) ^r.

Which r + 2-tuple we choose in passing from an re-position already reached

to an w + 1-position we describe by a choice of the (« + l)st value Xrr_3

p(re, rr-3) of a function Xw Xrr_3 p(«, rr_3), where in case r = 2 the rr-3 is to

be omitted so it is the (re + l)st value p(n) of Xrep(w) that is chosen. In the

case of a branching at an application of S4, the choice of the lower r+2-tuple

(which starts the computation of the x(b)) is described by taking \t p(n, r)

= Xr 0, and of the upper r+2-tuple (for the '/'(x(b), b)) by taking \t p(n, r)

= Xr 1. Similarly at an application of the second equation for S5, the choice

of the lower r + 2-tuple (for the cp(a, b)) is described by Xr p(re, r) = Xr 0 and

of the upper (for the x(a, <l>(a, b), b)) by Xr p(re, r) = Xr 1. At an application

of S8.2, the choice of the r + 2-tuple which starts the computation of the

x(a2, x, b) for a given x is described by taking Xr p(n, r) =Xtx =\t mpo_2(x, r)

(cf. 2.3); and more generally, at an application of S8j (2 ^ j ^ r), the choice

of the r + 2-tuple which starts the computation of the x(<x', a'~2, b) for a given

a'~2 is described by Xr p(re, r) = Xr mpjl|(af-2, r). In all other cases, Xr p(w, r)

= XrO.

An n-position in the tree is described by the first re choices, which are given

by Xt p(n; r) where p(w; r) = Yli<* pfi,T)+1. A branch in its entirety is de-

scribed by the function XreXrp(re, r) or simply p.

We would like to express (z„, an, oj, • • • , cQ tor the given z, a, a1, • ■ ■ , ar

as a function of the position yr~2 = Xr p(re; r) by primitive recursion on re.

However we cannot do just this. For, at a branching corresponding to an

application of S4, the an+x for the upper w + 1-position is not immediately

forthcoming from the re + 1-position yr~2 = Xr p(re + l; r) and the r+2-tuple

(zn, an, an, • - ■ , arn) at the re-position, but depends (through the x(b) of

t^(x(b), b) which is contracted into that an+f) on the outcome of the entire
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computation (of x(&)) which starts with the lower n + 1-position; and sim-

ilarly at a branching corresponding to an application of the second equation

of S5. The n-position from which two n + 1-positions thus issue (via S4 or

S5b) we call a node.

To get around this difficulty, we now alter the above definition of the

r+2-tuples (z„, a„, a£, ■ ■ • , aT„) throughout the tree, by assuming a function

17r-1(Yr~2) of position yr~2 in the tree, and expressing (zn, a„, an, • • ■ , oQ for

the given 2, a, a1, • ■ • , aT as a function of the position 7 = Xt p(n; r) and this

n by primitive recursion on n, in the manner that would be correct as de-

scribed above if at each position 7 in the tree 17(7) were the value of the

{zn} [an, a^, • • • , On] there. The use of this 77 is the key to XXVI-XXVIII

in the present treatment.

5.4. We begin with the recursion for zn and an. As basis,

(16) z0 = 2, ao = a.

The definitions of 2„+i and an+i from zn, an are given by the following table,

where x = pmr0~2 (Xt p(n, t)) (cf. X), u = ij(Xt p(n; t)*2), and in Case 6

k = (zn)z- For the computation of {z„} [an, a\, • • • , a&], the nonvanishing

exponents of a„ after the ((z„)i,0)th exponent (if any) are immaterial, but it

is simplest to keep them in defining an+i.

Case     Case hypothesis z„+i       an+i

1 (z„)0 = 4&a; = 0 (z„)3      an

2 (z„)o = 4&*=l (*„),      2U-l\p%"xi

3 (2„)0=5&(a„)o = 0 (zn)i        II />i°"),+X

4 (zn)0=5&(an)o>0&a; = 0 zn [an/2]

5 (2„)0 = 5&(an)o>0&*=l (zn)3      2(0")^1-3"- II 7>i+2)'+I
•<o„

6   (2„)o=6&(2„)2=o (z„)4  2Mt- n ^i"- n ^(0n)•'
i<k k <«<o»

7 (zn)0 = 6 & (zn)2>0 (z„)4      an

8 (z„)0=8&(z„)2=2 (z„),       2X-Jlpiilxi

9 (2„)o=8&(2„)2>2 (z„)3       an

10 (z„)o = 9&Ix((a„)o) (a„)o U ^°",<+1
t'<an

& (ffln)o,l=(Zn)2

11 otherwise 2„ a„
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To analyze this recursion, we have, for m > n,Xr p(n,r) = Xa (p(m;a))n — 1

and Xt p(n; t)*2 =X<t (IIk* pfm"yk) -pn, where p(m; a) = {\Tp(m; t) } (a). For

each n, let bn = (zn, an), so that

(17) 2„ = (bn)o, a„ = (bn)x-

Using these relations, the simultaneous recursion for zn and an gives

60 = (2, a),

(18)
on+x = x(n, bn, Xt p(m; t), 17) (m > n)

with a primitive recursive x- Now define 8 by the primitive recursion

I       8(0, 2, a, y-2, V) = <2, a),

V(n+1, 2, o, y"~2, n) = x(», iS(n, z, o, y--"2, tj), t^2, tj).

Then, by induction on n,

(19) bn = P(n,z,a,XTp(m;T),ri) (m^n).

Taking m = n = 11i({Xt p(n; t) } (Xo"-4 0)) (omit cr'-4 if r ^ 3),

(20) bn = 8(z,a,Xr p(n;T),t))

with a new primitive recursive p\ This with (17) gives z„, a„ by primitive

recursive functions of z, a, 77 and the position 7 = Xr p(n; t); and more gen-

erally, (19) with (17) gives z„, a„ by primitive recursive functions of z, a, 17, n

and any position 5 = Xt p(m; t) as far or further out on any branch through

the position 7 in question.

It remains to deal similarly with o^ for j — 1, • • • , r. First Oo(u)_1)

= a'(u'-1). Furthermore c^+1(u) = ai(v), except in the case (z„)0 = 6 & (z„)2

=j, when (writing k = (z„)3)

i<k k<i<a'nM

and in the case (2„)0 = 8 & (zn)2—j-\-2, when

a»+i(") = 2       -11    pi+x

where cr'(u) = pm;-2(Xrp(n, t), u) (cf. X). Using (17) and (19), thus

(2i) Ao-«m.     (
a»+i(y) = Xy(w, 2, a, a„(i>), Xt p(m; t), 17, u) (m > n)

with a primitive recursive Xi- Continuing from (21) as before from (18), we

obtain primitive recursive /3/s such that
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(22) an(v) = Bj(n, z, a, a (v), Xr p(m; r), 77, v) (m ^ re),

(23) an(v) = Bj(z, a, a (v), Xr p(n; r), 77, v).

5.5. A type-r —2 object 8r~2 will describe a position in the tree under 5.3

exactly if (a) 5r-2 is of the form Xr p(m; r) for some number m and function p

and (b) the value of Xr p(w, r) obeys certain restrictions for re = 0, • ■ • , m — 1.

Now (a) is expressed by(3)

(r)[Seq(5-2(r)) & \h(5^(r)) = \h(8^2(Xo^ 0))] (r > 2),
(24)

Seq(5) (r = 2).

As to (b), suppose (a) is satisfied and the restrictions are obeyed for 0, • • • ,

re —1 where re < m. Then 7r_2 = Xr p(n; r) is a position, at which the zn and

an are given by (19) with (17) from z, a, 77, n and 5r~2 = Xr p(rez; r). The re-

strictions for re are expressed by

(r)[P(re,r)=0]V{ [(z„)0 = 4V((zn)o = 5&(a„)o>0)]&(r)[p(re,r) = l]}

V {(z„)0=8 & (z„)2=2 & (r)[p(n, r) = pmr2(Xr p(n, r))])

V(Ei)3SySr{(z„)o=8&(z„)2=i

(25) r r-2/x     i—* r~2 /. / •, J-3N ,1) / „N
& W [p(re, r) = mpy_2(Xu      pmy_2(Xr p(«, r), u    ), r) J j (r > 2),

p(»)=0 V |[Wi = 4V ((z„)o = 5&(a„)0>0)] &p(re) = l}

V {(z„)o = 8&(z„)2 = 2} (r=2).

A formula expressing (b) is obtained by prefixing (n)n<m to (25), and replacing

m by lh(S'-2(X(T'-4 0)), p(«, r) by (8>-»(t))»-1, z„ by (8(n, z, a, S'-2, n))o and

a„ by (/3(re, z, a, 5r_2, tj))i. Forming the conjunction of this with (24), and for

r > 2 advancing the quantifiers (rr_3) by predicate calculus and contracting

them by (3), we obtain a primitive recursive predicate P such that (omitting

t'-s for r = 2)

(26) \br-2 is a position} = (t>~3)P(z, a, S^2, n'-\ r'"3).

5.6. The tree described in 5.3 for given (z, a, a1, • • • , ar) and 77 does cor-

respond to the computation of \z\ [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , aT], if 77(7) at each position

y is the value of {z„} [an, a£, • • ■ , a|J there. (Only if {z} [a, a1, • • • , ar] is

defined are there such rj's.) However we must study the tree for ?j's in general.

For any r), let us say 77 is locally correct at a given position 7, if 77(7) has

the right value in case 7 corresponds to a schema application (of S1-S3, S7)

that gives a value outright, and otherwise if 77(7) and the numbers r\(b) for

each of the one or more w + 1-positions issuing from the re-position 7 have the

relationship required by the schema application to which 7 corresponds.

We analyze this notion, assuming 7 is a position. In the case of a node,

only the relationship of 77(7) to the 77(6) at the upper re + 1-position is in ques-

tion, since the relationship to the 77(6) at the lower re + 1-position has already
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been taken care of in the tree construction by incorporating that 77(8) into

the a„+i at the upper n + 1-position. The local correctness of 17 at 7 is expressed

by

{(z»)o=l &r7(7) = (a»)0+l} V {(z„)o= 2 &,(7) = (zn)2} V {(zn)o = 3 &t?(7) = (o.)o}

V {[(2„)o = 4 V ((z„)o=5 & (a„)o>0)] &T,(7)=T,(Xr y(r) * 22)}

V { [((z»)o = S & (on)0 = 0) V (2„)o = 6 V (z»)» = 9] &V(y)=r,(Xry(T) *2)}

V {(z„)o=7 &i7(7) = (ai((o-)o))o}  V (Ef)isjsr{(zn)o = 8 & (2„)2=i &

v(y) = (an(Xtr'     V(Xt y(r) * [2 exp H-mpy_2(</   , r)])))0}.

Eliminating z„, a„, a„, • • • , a„by (17), (20) and (23) with 7 = Xt p(n; t), we

obtain a primitive recursive predicate C such that, for 7 a position,

(27)       {r]^1 is locally correct at 7r~2} = C(z, a, a1, • • • , ar, 7r_2, i?^1).

5.7. Consider, as we have been doing, the tree for (2, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) based

on a given 77, and at any position 7 let (zn, an, a\, ■ • • , a\) be the r+2-tuple

which occupies it. If {2} [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar] is defined, and 77 is locally correct

at every position 7, then at every position 7 [zn} [an, an, ■ ■ • , ar„] is defined and

= v(y), i-e- V &ives the correct values.

Proof. Assume }z} [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar] is defined. Then Ix(2) &tp(2)^r by

5.1, and we can use induction on {2} ( —) (end 3.8). Assume rj is locally cor-

rect. We give two of the cases for the induction.

Case 1. (2)0 = 1, i.e. 2 is an index (1, (no, • • • , nr)) for an application of

SI. So {2} [a, a1, ■ • ■ , ar] = (a)0 + l. By 5.3, the tree is unbranched with

(z„, an, al, ■ ■ ■ , arn) = (2, a, a1, ■ • • , ar) for every n. So at every position 7,

{z„j [a„, a\, ■ ■ ■ , a'n] = (a)0 + l =77(7), since 77 is locally correct at 7.

Case 4. (z)0 = 4, i.e. z is an index (4, (n0, ■ • • , nr), g, hi) for an application

ofS4.So [z[[a,a\ ■ ■ ■ ,«'] = \z}(b) = \g}(\h}(b),b), \h}[a,a\ ■ • -,«']
= \h}(b) and \g}[ax, a\ ■ ■ ■ , ar] = \g}({h}(b), b), where g = (*),,

h = (2)3, ax =21"!(fl)- XI,<0 pl+\. Each of these three expressions is defined,

since the first is(10). In the tree for (2, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , aT) (at the 0-position) and

the given 77, the next r + 2-tuples are (h, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) at the lower 1-posi-

tion, and at the upper 1-position (g, a*, a1, • ■ ■ , ar) where a* = 2,(l,)

• H><<» Pi+'i f°r 7 = Xt 2. In the construction of any tree, for any r + 2-tuple

(z„, a„, a\, • ■ • , a„), the set of the next r + 2-tuples (i.e. how many and what

they are) is completely determined by (z„, an, a\, ■ ■ ■ , aTn), except in the

case of a node when for the upper next r + 2-tuple the value of 77 at the position

7 of the lower next r + 2-tuple is also used. It follows that the trees for

(h, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) and (g, a*, a1, ■ ■ ■ , aT) are exactly the lower and upper

subtrees which remain from the tree for (z, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) upon omitting

the initial r + 2-tuple of that, when the functions 770 and 771 used for the sub-

trees are respectively the functions which correlate to each   position   the
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number correlated to the corresponding position of the whole tree, i.e. 770(7)

= v(Xt 2*y(r)) and 771(7) = 77(Xr 22*7(r)). So the local correctness of 77

throughout the whole tree implies that of 770 and 171 throughout the respective

subtrees. Applying the hypothesis of the induction to the lower subtree, at

each 7 {z„} [a„, ai, • • • , aj,] is defined and = 770(7), i.e. 770 gives the correct

values throughout the lower subtree. Hence in particular, 770(Xr 1) = \h\ (b)

— t?(Xr 2); so a* = ax. So {g} [a*, a1, • • ■ , ar] is defined, since it is

\g] [ai, a1, • • • , ar\; and by applying the hyp. ind. to the upper subtree, we

can conclude that at each position 7 {z„} [a„, a1, • • • , ar] is defined and

= 771(7), i.e. 771 gives correct values throughout that. These correct values

under 770 and 771 in the two subtrees become correct values under 77 at the cor-

responding positions of the whole tree. Finally, by the local correctness of 77

at the 0-position Xr 1 of the whole tree, the value under 77 is correct also

there.

5.8. If \z\ [a, a1, • • • , ar] is defined, then there is a function 77 such that,

in the tree for (z, a, a1, • • • , ar) based on rj, the function 77 is locally correct at

every position y.

The proof is similar to that in 5.7, using the result of 5.7 to identify a*

and ax in Case 4 (and similarly in Case 5 for (a)0 > 0).

5.9. To complete the proof of XXVI, assume that \z\ [a, a1, • • • , ar] is

defined. Then by 5.8 there is an 77 which is locally correct throughout the tree

for (z, a, a1, • ■ • , ar) based on that 77. By 5.7, for each such 77, the values are

defined and given correctly throughout the tree, in particular at the 0-position,

so 7j(Xr 1) =  {2} [a, a1, • • ■ , ar]. Thus

{z} [a, a1, • • • , ar] = w

(28)     = (77) {(7) [(7 is a position)—»(77 is locally correct at 7)]—>77(Xr l)=w}

= (Erj){ (7)[(7 is a position) —* (77 is locally correct at 7)] & ?7(Xr l)—w}.

Using (26) and (27) in the two expressions at the right (omitting rr~3 for

r = 2), advancing the quantifiers, and for r > 2 simplifying the resulting

prefixes (7?r-1)(E7r-2)(r'-3) and (E77'-1)(7'-J)(£r'-3) by use of (8), (4), (3)

and (8), (4), (3), we obtain the forms in (14) and (15).

5.10. XXVII. For each r ^ 2 there is a primitive recursive predicate K, and

for each r > 2 a primitive recursive predicate L, such that

({2} [a, a\ - • - , ar] is defined)

- (B^)(E^2)K(z, a, a1, • • ■ , a', p"\ e~2)        (r £ 2),

({2} [a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar] is defined)

- (EB^)(^2)L(z, a,a\- ■■, a% p~\ £-2) (r > 2).

The proof, continuing from 5.3-5.8, occupies 5.11-5.18. We assume r^2,

and for the discussion in 5.11-5.12 Ix(z) & tp(z) ^r. (Cf. LI below.)
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5.11. Let us say 7r_2 is below a position 8r~2, if 5r_2 is the upper n-re-

position issuing from a node (the node being an n-position), and 7r_2 is an

w-position with m ^ n + 1 on a branch through the lower « + 1-position issu-

ing from the node.

We analyze this notion, assuming 5 a position. First, for y to be below 5,

the position 5 must be an n + 1-position, i.e.

(31) lh(5(X<r^4 0)) > 0.

In this case, n = lh(5(Xcrr~4 0)) — 1, and the z„, a„ at the n-position are given

from 5 = Xt p(n + l; r) by (17) and (19) with m = n + 1. Next, this w-position

must be a node with 8 the upper n + 1-position, i.e.

(32) [(zn)o = 4 V ((z„)o=5 & (an)0>0)] &pm0r_V (8(t))„-M) = 1.

In this case the lower n + 1-position is Xt [b(r)/pn]. Finally, y must be a posi-

tion at least as far out as Xt [b(r)/pn] on a branch through the latter, i.e.

(using (26)) (3)

(33) (r)P(z, a, y, v, r) & (T)Ext(y(r), [«(t)/>»]).

Forming the conjunction of (31)—(33), eliminating zn, an and n as indicated,

and for r > 2 advancing and contracting the quantifiers, we obtain a primi-

tive recursive predicate B such that, for 5 a position (and omitting Tr-3 for

r-2),

(34) {7>-2 is below b^2} = (Tr~i)B(z, a, yr~2, 51-2, j^1, t^3).

We say y is below a branch of the tree, if y is below some position on the

branch.

5.12. The computation terminates at a given position 7 = Xt p(n; t) if

S1-S3 or S7 applies there, i.e. if (z„)0 = l V (z„)0 = 2 V (z„)o = 3 V (z»)0 = 7.
Using (20) with (17), we obtain a primitive recursive T such that, for p a

branch,

(35) {the computation terminates at the n-position on p} be T(z, a, n, p, ■nr~1).

5.13. Let D(z, a, a1, • • ■ , ar) = {lx(z) & tp(z)gr, and for every 77, in

the tree constructed for (z, a, a1, • • ■ , ar) on the basis of 77, the computation

terminates along each branch p below which 77 is locally correct}.

To analyze this, note that "p is a branch" is expressed using (26) by

(n)(TT~i)P(z, a, Xt p(n; t), tj'-1, t^"3). Using also (34), (27) and (35),

D(z, a, a1, • • • , ar) = Ix(z) & tp(z) gr &

,-c,       (r,r-1)(p){(n)(r^)P(z, a, Xt p(n; r), 77-1, t-3)
(36)

& (n)(y-2)[(T-')B(z, a, y-*, Xtp(n; r), r~l,r^)

-* C(z, a, a1, • ■ ■ , a', y^2, t,'"1)] -» (En)T(z, a, n, p, r,^)}.
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For r > 2, and any two-place function Xrerr_3p(w, rr_3), let pr~2(crr~3)

= p((<rr-3)o\ (crr-z)i) (cf. 2.4); then by (9), p(re, r'"3) = p'-2((«, r-3». Using

this for r > 2 to replace the quantification of the two-place p by quantifica-

tion of pr_2 (for r = 2, p is a one-place function p1), then advancing and con-

tracting quantifiers on the right (cf. 2.5), we obtain a primitive recursive

predicate K such that

(37)    D(z, a,a\- ■ -, «') = (8^)(E^2)K(z, a, a\ ■ ■ ■ , a', p~\ ^2).

5.14. If [z] [a, a1, • • ■ , a'] is defined, then D(z, a, a1, • • • , ar).

Proof. Assume {z} [a, a1, • • ■ , ar] is defined. Then Ix(z) & tp(z) gr, and

we use induction on {z} ( —) to show that the other conjunctive member of

D(z, a, a1, • • • , ar) holds.

Case 1. (z)0 = 1. Then (z0)o = 1, which gives T(z, a, 0, p, 77) and thence

(En)T(z, a, re, p, 77), for any 77 and the only branch p.

Case 4. (z)o = 4. Then the tree for (z, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) based on any given

77 begins with a node, with (h, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) at the lower 1-position and

(g, a*, a1, ■ • ■ , ar) at the upper (cf. Case 4 in 5.7). Consider any given branch

p below which the 77 is locally correct.

Subcase 0. The 1-position on p is the lower 1-position issuing from the

node, i.e. is occupied by (h, a, a1, • • • , ar). Then the branch p minus its

0-position corresponds to a branch p0 in the lower subtree, i.e. in tree for

(h, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , aT) based on 770, below which 770 is locally correct. So, since

{h} [a, a1, • • ■ , ar] is defined, by the hyp. ind. the computation terminates

along po in the lower subtree, i.e. (En)T(h, a, re, po, 770), and hence along p in

the whole tree (with re one greater), i.e. (En)T(z, a, re, p, 77).

Subcase 1. The 1-position on p is the upper one, i.e. is occupied by

(g, a*, a1, • • • , ar). Then the local correctness of 77 below p in the whole tree

entails the local correctness of 770 in the lower subtree. Hence by 5.7 770 gives

the correct values in the lower subtree, so a* = ax. So [g\ [a*, a1, • • • , ar]

is defined, and we can apply the hyp. ind. to \g} [af, a1, • • • , ar] (in the

same manner as to {h] (a, a1, • • • , ar) in Subcase 0) to conclude that

(En)T(g, a*, re, pu vf) and hence (En)T(z, a, re, p, 77).

5.15. If D(z, a, a1, • • ■ , ar), then \z}[a,a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar] is defined.

Proof. Assume {z} [a, a1, • ■ • , ar] is undefined. To conclude that then

D(z, a, a1, • • • , aT), assume further that Ix(z) & tp(z) g r. We shall "con-

struct" a function 77, and a branch p of the tree for (z, a, a1, ■ • • , ar) based

on 77, such that at each re-position along p \zn\ [an, cx\, ■ ■ ■ , arn] is undefined,

and 77 is locally correct below p. This will contradict the second conjunctive

member of D(z, a, a1, ■ • ■ , a"); for wherever [zn\ [an, ol\, ■ ■ ■ , a|,] is un-

defined, the computation is unterminated.

The construction will proceed by stages for re = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ . At Stage re,

the first w + 1 r + 2-tuples (z0, a0, aj, • • • , ar0), • • • , (zn, a„, an, ■ • ■ , oQ

along p will have been picked, for each of these the function value   {z,}
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[a,-, a\, ■ • • , a\] will be undefined, 77(0) will have been picked at all positions

S below the positions of the n + 1 r + 2-tuples already picked, 77 will be locally

correct at each 5 for which 77(8) has thus been picked, and the further r+2-

tuples along p and values of 77 will not yet have been picked.

At Stage 0 we necessarily have (20, a0, a\, • ■ ■ , aj) = (2, a, a1, • • • , ar),

the function value {20} [a0, aj, • • • , ar0] is undefined by our assumption that

{z} [a, a1, ■ ■ • , ar] is undefined, and no values of 77 have been picked.

Now we give some cases for the step from Stage n to Stage n + 1.

Case 1. (z„)o = 1. This case can be excluded, since under it {z„}

[a„, On, • ■ • , a„] would be defined (with value (a„)0 + l).

Case 4. (z„)0 = 4. Then {zn} [an, aj, • • • , aTn] ca {g}({h}(b), b) (cf.

Case 4 in 5.7).

Subcase 0. (&}(b) is undefined. Then we take its r+2-tuple

(h, a„, a\, ■ ■ • , ar„) as (zn+i, an+i, oj+i, • • • , a£+1) and pick no further values

of 77. Clearly the requirements are met.

Subcase 1. {&}(b) is defined. By 5.8, there is a function 770 such that

throughout the tree for (h, o„, aj, ■ • • , o£) based on 770 the function 770 is

locally correct. By 5.7, the values which this 770 gives are correct; in particular,

77o(Xt 1) = {h}(b). So if as our (zn+i, an+1, a\+l, • • • , arn+1) we take

(g, an,x, a\, • • ■ , a^) where an.x = 2l"m ■ Hi<0n pt+x, and if at the same

time we extend the selection of values of 77 by employing at positions below

the n + 1-position just filled the values given by 770 at the corresponding posi-

tions of the tree for (h, a„, a\, • ■ • , aQ based on 770, then (z»+i, an+1, On+1, • • • ,

a£+1) will meet the condition for occupying an w + 1-position based on 77.

Now {2n+i| [an+x,aln+x, ■ ■ • ,a£+1]ca [g\({h}(b),b)-ca {zn}[an,a„, • • •, a£],

which is undefined; and 77 is locally correct at all points below the segment of

p thus far chosen.

Case8j. (z„)0 = 8 & (2„)2=j.Then {z„} [an,a\, • • • ,«£] ~ {z„}((ad)o, b),

ca (a£(Xtr'-2x((a£)o, cr'-2, b))0. Since {2„} [a„, a\, • • ■ , aT„] is undefined,

x((a£)o, a'~2, b) is undefined for some cr'-2. Choosing such a <rJ'-2, we take as

our (z„+x, an+1, al+x, • ■ • , o4+i) the r + 2-tuple for x((«i)o, <r'~2, b), i.e. we

make the choice described by Xt p(w, t) = Xt mpjl2(cr'-2, t), and do not choose

further values of 77.

When (z„, an, a„, • • • , oQ has been thus picked for every n, the branch

p will have been constructed, and the value of 77(8) will have been picked and

will be locally correct, at exactly each position 8 below p. We complete the

construction of 77 by taking 77(8) =0 for all other 8.

5.16. Let E(z, a, a1, • • • , ar) = {Ix(z) & tp(z) g r, and there is an 77 such

that, in the tree constructed for (z, a, a1, ■ ■ • , ar) on the basis of 77, the func-

tion 77 is locally correct at every position, and the computation terminates

along every branch}.

Using (26), (27) and (35) (omitting tt~z for r = 2),
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E(z, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar) = Ix(z) & tp(z) gr

& (Et,-1) {(y-2) [(r-3)P(z, a, y-2, 77-1, r'~3)

^C(z,a,a\---,a%y-2,r1^)}

& (p)[(»)(r-3)P(z, a, Xt p(n; r), 77-1, r-3) -* (Ere)T(z, a, re, p, 7,-1)]} .

For r > 2, proceeding as in 5.13 we obtain a primitive recursive L such that

E(z, a, a1   • • • , ar)

(39)
- {Ep<-W-')L'z, a,a\---, a', 0-\ ^2)        (r > 2)

For r = 2, the quantifier (p) is of type 1 = r — 1 instead of (after contraction)

r — 2, so (7r_2)(p) can only be contracted into a (£r_1). A counterexample to

(39), (30) and (41) for r = 2 will be given in 8.9 below.

5.17. If [z] [a, a1, • • • , ar] is defined, then E(z, a, a1, • • • , a'). For as-

sume {z} [a, a1, • • • , a'] is defined. Then by 5.8 there exists an 77 which is

locally correct throughout the tree for (z, a, a1, • • • , ar) based on 77. Also by

5.14, for any 77, the computation terminates along every branch below which

77 is locally correct; and so, with this 77, along every branch.

5.18. If E(z, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , ar), then {z} [a, a1, • • • , ar] is defined. For as-

sume E(z, a, a1, ■ ■ ■ , aT), and pick such an 77 (cf. 5.16). Then, assuming

{z} [a, a1, ■ • ■ , ar] is undefined, we reach a contradiction by constructing

a branch p along which the computation does not terminate, as in 5.15 but

using the 77 already picked here (everywhere locally correct) instead of con-

structing one by stages as there.

5.19. XXVIII. For each r ^ 2 there is a primitive recursive predicate M,

and for each r > 2 a primitive recursive predicate N, such that

{z} [a, a1, • • • , ar] ~ w

= (B^l)(E^2)M(z, a, a>, • • • , a', w, /?-\ $-»)      (r £ 2),

{2} [a, a1, • • • , ar] ~ w

a (EB-1)(^2)N(z, a, a1, • • ■ , «', w, 0-1, r~2)       (r > 2).

Proof of (40). Using (29) and (14),

{z} [a, a\ ■ ■ ■ , ar] ~ w = (B^)(E^2)K(z, a, a1, • ■ • , a', B"\ kr~2)

& (fi^)(E^2)I(z, a, a1, ■ • • , a', w, p~\ £-*).

5.20. To get results for r = 0, 1 similar to those above for r ^ 2, and

analogous to known theorems in the former theory of partial and general

recursive functions for r = 0, 1, various known techniques are available (e.g.

IM, p. 322 (Dl) or (D2), or [ll, §8] with [15, §18 and p. 424]). We elect
here to adapt the foregoing treatment.

5.21. XXIX. There are primitive recursive predicates T(s, z, a) and

T'(z, a, y) such that
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(43) ({z} [a, a] is defined) = (Ey)T(a(y), z, a) (r - 1 case),

(44) ({z} [a] is defined) = (Ey)T'(z, a, y) (r = 0 case).

Proof, for r = 1. Assume {z} [a, a] defined. Then by 5.17, E(z, a, a)

(cf. 5.16). Since tp(z) g r < 2, S8 cannot be used (cf. I, 3.10); so in the

tree for an 77 given by E(z, a, a) the only branching will be at applications of

S4 or the second equation of S5 (i.e. at nodes) with two re + 1-positions issuing

from the w-position. Hence by Brouwer's fan theorem ([l, Theorem 2; 2,

Theorem 2; 3], Konig [20]), there is an m > 0 such that along each branch

the computation terminates at an w-position with re < ire. Now we confine

our attention to what remains from the tree when all its branches are pruned

off beginning with their rez-positions; call it the ?re-tree. In the ire-tree, the

positions are described by numbers g = p(n) < XIf<m p\- Let y = rj(u)

with u chosen so that u = lh(y) ^ IT.<>» Pi (then y > u > m). For opera-

tions that involve only values of 77 only at positions in the w-tree, 77 is re-

placeable by Xt (y)( —1.

In particular, adapting 5.5 (with 5.4), we have

{d is a position in the m-tree} = Seq(<f) & lh(d) <m

(45) tr „
& (n)^,hW)[(rf)»=l V {[(a»)o = 4 V «2n)o = 5 & (a,)„>(>)] & (<*)„= 2}]

where z„ = (B(n, z, a, d, Xt (y)< — l))o, a„ = (B(n, z, a, d, Xt (y)< —l))i, which

is of the form P(z, a, d, m, y) with a primitive recursive P.

To adapt 5.6 (with 5.4), let us further assume for the choice of u that

y = rj(u) > an at each position g in the ?w-tree (re = lh(g)). This condition is

expressed, writing M = n«m Pu °Y

(46) (g)o<u[P(z, a, g, m, y)->y>(B(z, a, g, Xt (y)«-l))i],

which is of the form G(z, a, m, y) with a primitive recursive G. Also an(v)

= Bi(z, a, (a(y))„ —1, g, Xt (y)t — l, v) for v < y. Now for g a position in the

m-tree,

(47) {77 is locally correct at g, or g is an m — 1-position at which the computa-

tion is unterminated j  = C(z, a, a(y), g, y)

with a primitive recursive C.

The part of a branch p of the whole tree that belongs to the m-tree can be

represented by its m — 1-position d. Thus branches of the rw-tree are repre-

sented by the numbers d such that P(z, a, d, m, y) & lh(d) =m — 1. Adapting

5.12, for such d, and re < m,

(48) {the computation terminates at the w-position on d]  = T(z, a, re, d, y)

with a primitive recursive T.

Combining these remarks,
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({z} [a, a] is defined) —» (£y){lx(z) & tp(z)gl & (£nj)o<m<!,{Seq(y)

& lh(y) ̂  JJ.<m Pi & G(z, a, m, y) & (g)g<y[P(z, a, g, m, y)
(49)

-^C(z, a, a(y), g,y)\

& (d)d<v[P(z, a, d, m, y) & lh(d) = ra — 1 —» (En)n<mT(z, a, n, d, y)}}}.

Upon replacing y except in a(y) by lh(a(y)), the scope of (Ey) in (49) as-

sumes the form T(a(y), z, a) with a primitive recursive T. Thus

(50) ({z} [a, a] is defined) -> (Ey)T(a(y), z, a).

Conversely, assume (Ey)T(a(y), z, a), and pick such a y. Then y is of the

form 7j(m) for some function 77, with u = lh(y) ^ ITix™ P-i f°r some

m > 0, and G(z, a, m, y). The rest of T(a(y), z, a) then gives everything

stated in E(z, a, a) for the tree based on this 77, except the local correctness

at n-positions for n 2: m, since the computation terminates along every

branch at an w-position with n < m. We can by altering values of 77 at most

at n-positions with n ^ m obtain the local correctness there also (without

spoiling it for n < m, or altering the nz-tree or the termination). Then 5.18

applies. Thus

(51) (Ey)T(a(y), z, a) -> ({z} [a, a] is defined).

5.22. XXX. There is a primitive recursive function U(y) such that

(52) {z} [a, a] ca U(nyT(a(y), z, a)),

(53) T(a(y), z, a) -» U(y) = {z} [a, a] (r = 1 case),

(54) {z}[a]caV(MyT'(z,a,y)),

(55) T'(z, a, y) -> U(y) = {z} [a] (r = 0 case).

Proof, for r = 1. By (43) it will suffice for (52) to pick U to satisfy (53).

So assume T(a(y), z, a) (then [z} [a, a] is defined). By the proof of (51),

y = rj(u) for some 77, u and m with u > m > 0; and, by altering values of

77 at most for some arguments p(n) with n £: m, 77 becomes locally correct

everywhere in the tree for (z, a, a) based on it. So by 5.7, {z} [a, a] =77(1)

= (v(u))i — l = (y)i —1 (since 77(1) is unaltered). So take U(y) = (y)i — 1.

5.23. XXXI. Each function d>(a) of variables a of types g 1 partial (general)

recursive in the present sense is partial (general) recursive in the former sense

(e.g. IM, Chapters XI, XII).

Proof. By (52) or (54) with (13) and IM, Theorem XVIII, p. 330.
5.24. For each n ^ 1, putting a = (an, ■ • • , an),

(56) a(x) =      FJ     piexpl + ((ai(x))i^l, • • ■ ,(txn(x))i+l}.
>-<lh(5i(i))

This enables us by substitution into XXX to obtain the usual forms of the

normal form theorem (IM, p. 292,  [14, Footnote 2]) but now with indices.
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For example, let

Ti\u, v, z, a,b) = T[    II   picxpl + ((u)i^l,(v)i^l),z,(a,b)).
\;<ih(u) /

XXXII. If cf>(a, b, a, B) is partial recursive with index z,

(57) 4>(a, b, a, B) ~ U(uyTi\a(y), B(y), z, a, b)),

(58) Tl'\a(y), 8(y), z, a, b) -> U(y) = <b(a, b, a, 8)-

5.25. To get the enumeration theorem under type-0 quantification (IM,

Theorems IV, IV*, pp. 281, 292) but now with indices, take e.g. a general re-

cursive predicate R(a, b, a, B, y); let its representing function be x with index

h, so

R(a, b, a, 8, y) = x(o, b, a, 8, y) = 0 = {h\ (a, b, a, 8, y) = 0.

By S9 and XVI, XzabaB uy[{z] (a, b, a, 8, y) =0] is a partial recursive func-

tion, say with index e. By XIII, the partial recursive function XabaB

uy[{h}(a,b,a,B,y) —0], i.e. XabaB uyR(a, b,a,B,y), has the index/ = Sl(e, h).

In the following equivalence (59), the left side expresses the condition of

definition of this function for particular a, b, a, B as given directly by its

definition by the p-operator, and the right the condition as given by (57) (or

(43) via (13) and (56)) from/ being an index of it.

XXXIII. To each general recursive predicate R(a, b, a, B, y), there are

numbers f, g such that

(59) (Ey)R(a, b, a, 8, y) - (Ey)Ti\a(y), p(y),f, a, b),

(60) (y)R(a, b, a, 8, y) m (y)T\\a(y), p(y), g, a, b).

5.26. Other results for the present T predicates with indices follow from

the foregoing in the same manner as in IM for the T predicates with Godel

numbers.

6. Reduction in type of a quantifier. 6.1. The following theorem and its

dual correspond for r ^ 2 to [14, (7) and (8), p. 316] for r = 1. (Cf. XLII and

XLIII below.)

XXXIV. Suppose r Si 2. Let ar be variables of types g r, br~2 variables of

types g r — 2, (Qbr~2) quantifiers on the variables br~2, and P(aT, ar, br~2) a

general recursive predicate. Then there is a primitive recursive predicate

R(ar, n'-1, £'-2) such that

(61) (Ev)(Qb'-2)P(a', a', b-2) - (Evr-W-Wa', ,-i, T"2).

Similarly if P is merely partial recursive, with (61) holding for those values of

0/ such that P(ar, ar, br~2) is defined for all crr, br~2.

The proof occupies 6.2-6.9.
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6.2. Assume for P merely partial recursive that the values of ar under

consideration make Xcrrbr_2 P(ar, <rr, br~2) completely defined. Say z0 is an

index of the representing function of P. Then P(aT, ar, br~2) = {z0} (ar, ar, br~2)

= 0. Using this in the left side of (61), applying (13) and (15), advancing the

quantifier (E8r~l) and contracting adjacent quantifiers of like kind by (4),

(3), (3) with (8), (8), writing a' = (c/"2, a[-\ • • • , a£„ «[,•••, <_x)

where C~2 are of types g r — 2, ar0 1 = (a\ \ ■ ■ ■ , a£, 11) and ar0

= (a[, ■ ■ ■ , a^-x), and using (2), we obtain

(62) (E<r*)(Qbr-2)P(a*, a', b-2) - (EJ)(C)P(l~\ *l~\ «o, a, f")

with a primitive recursive P on the right. Thus the general case of XXXIV is

reduced to the case of it for a primitive recursive predicate P(C~2, ar~l, ar, aT,

£r~2) of variables of the types shown.

6.3. Let Zx be a primitive recursive index (cf. 4.1) of the representing

function of such a P(cr~2, ar_1, ar, aT, £r~2). Then

(63) P(<T-2, ar~\ ar, trr, £-2) = {Zl} (C-2, I'"2, a*'1, a", trr) = 0.

By I, in computing {2i}(cr_2, £r_2, ar~l, ar, txr), applications of S8.r with crr

as the a' oi S8.r will always be to introduce ar(XTr~2 {h} (rr~2, br~2, ar~l, trT,a'))

with br_2 of types g r — 2; i.e. the a'(Xa'~2 x(a', o0~2, b)) will always be of

this form with only (h, br~2) varying from one application to the next. The

idea of the proof of XXXIV is that hence we can in the computation replace

the type-r function crr by a type-r —1 function rjr~l chosen so that (cf. 2.4)

j»,-1(<A. e)) = ffr(Xrr-2 [h}(Tr~2, b, aT-\ ar, ar)) when e = (e°, • • • , er~2) and

b = e<» =J(e°)„, • • • , (e°)„0_!, • • ■ , (e-2)„, • • • , (e-2)„,_,.x) for n,

= (h)x.j^sg(r-2-j). In particular, if b = (8?, • • • , 8^, • • • , SJ"2, ■ • ,

5nT~2) for such njt then b* = (8°, • • • , 8'~2) for 8' = (b{, ■ ■ ■ , 5Jn.) is such

an e, i.e. b*(w = b.

6.4. To carry out this idea, we introduce two primitive recursive func-

tions fo(z) and fi(z) which will give indices of {2}(b, ar_1, ar, ar) and

[z] (b, aT~l, ar, ar), respectively, as functions of b, ar~l, r)r~l, ar (cf. 6.5).

The definitions of f0 and fi are by simultaneous course-of-values recur-

sion. Let f,-(z) = 0 (t = 0, 1), except for PRI(z) & tp(z) =r & (z)i,,_i

= 1 & (z)i,r = 2, when the appropriate following case shall apply.

Case 1. (z)0 = 1. Let f,-(z) = (1, pr-i- [(z)x/pr}), so e.g., when z is an

index by SI of Xabiar_1arcrr a + 1, then f0(z) is one of Xabiar_177r_1ar a + 1.

Case 4. (z)0 = 4. Let f<(i) = (4, pr-x-[(z)x/pr], U((z)i), $"<((«)•)>.

Case 6.r. (2)0 = 6 & (*), = r. Let f0(«) = fi((*)«) and ft (a) = £0(^)4), if

(z)3 = 1; otherwise, f<(z) = f,-((2)4).

Case 8.r. (2)0 = 8 & (z)2 = r. Let f0(z) = (8, pr-f[(z)i/pr], r, f0((*)i)>. We

want fi(z) to be a primitive recursive index 8(z) of Xbar_177''~1a;r nr_l(((z)3,b*)),

where b is a list of variables such that 2 is an index for b, ar~x, aT, aT, and 8 is

primitive recursive. To construct this index, let e be a primitive recursive
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index of Xce° • • • er-2ar-177r-1ar r\r~l((c, e°, • • • , er-2)). Suppose e.g. r > 2,

and write w;- = (z)ij. We construct further indices as follows, using XIII,

XXI, XXV, XXII.

0 t—1   r—l r—l     r—1   r—1    r     r-1 0 r— 2

Xe   • • • e     5i     • • • d„r_2a     77     a  77     (((z)3, e , • • • , e     )):

A = i(s\e, MO, Pnr-t).

0 r— 3  r—2 r—2     r—1  r—1    r   r-3       r-2     r—3 r-2      r—3

Xe   • • • e     5i      ■ • • 5„r_2a     77     a r      (81   (r     ),•••, 8„r_2(r     )):
2

C = (6, (B)i, r-3, 1, B) where B = i(vr-i(nr-i), po.pr-3pr-i-pf).

0 r-3   r-2 r-2      r-1   r-1    r     r—1 0 r-3       r— 2

Xe   • • • €    Si     • ■ ■ 5„r_2a    77    a  77     (((z)3, €,•••,«     ,5     )):

D = 7r-2(A, C, 0).

Here 6r_2 = (b[~2, ■ ■ ■ , orff2/ft (end 6.3). Continuing in this manner to sub-

stitute successively 6r~3, ■ • • , 51 for eT~3, • • - , e\ and, using S4, 5° for e°, we

obtain an index 0(z) of Xbar_177r_1a'' 77r-1(((z)3, b*)) with 0 primitive recursive.

But 0(z) is a primitive recursive index, since e, vr-i(nr-i) are primitive recur-

sive indices, and the operations used produce primitive recursive indices

when applied to primitive recursive indices.

6.5. Choose any ar~l, crr, ar, and let r>r~1 be defined thence by

(ar(Xr { h) (t, tw, a*-1, ar, a')) if yr~2 = (h, e) with

(A)      yr~1(yr~2) =  -ha primitive recursive index for (r, e(w, ar_1, o-r, ar),

0 otherwise.

IfPRI(z) &tp(z)=r&(z)i,r-i = l &(z)i,r = 2,then

(64) {ro(2)}(b, a-1, 7,-1, «')   =   {2}(b, ef-l, «', CT'),

(65) {Uz)} (b, aT\ n-\ «') = {*} (b, a-1, <r', a')

when b are variables such that z is an index for (b, ar_1, <rr, ar).

Proof, by induction on z.

Case 6.r for f0(z) with (z)3 = 1. By the theorem and case hypotheses,

{z}(b, aT-\ ar, or) = {(z)4}(b, a"~\ a\ ar) where PRI((z)4) & tp((z)4)

-r & ((z)4)i,r-i = l & ((z)4)i,r = 2. By hyp. ind., {fi(M)«}(b, aM, t,'-\ a')

= {(z)4) (b, ar-1, oT, aT). Thence (64) follows by the definition f0(z) = fi((z)4).

Case 8.r for fr(z). We have |z}(b, a'"1, crr, ar) = err(Xr {(z)3}(r, b, ar~l,

crr, aT)) with (z)3 a primitive recursive index for (r, b, ar~\ err, ar). So by (A),

77r-1(((z)3, b*» = {z}(b, aT-\ oT, a'); and by definition, {riM}(b, «r_1, if~\

a0=^-H((2)3,b*)).
6.6. Now we formulate a property F(ar~l, 77r_1, ar) of a type-r —1 variable

?7r_1 which, when (A) holds (cf. 6.7), expresses that 77r_1 takes the same value

for any two arguments yr0~2 = (ho, Co) and 7j~2 = (hi, tf) which represent the

same  function of r, i.e. such  that Xr {^o}(r, e0fto), ar~l, crr, ar) = Xr {hi}
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(t, ef1', ar_1, o", ar). However we use (65) to state it without using crr. Thus

let

F(a^1, v^\ a') =- (Ao)(eo)(Ai)(ei){(*)«»[PRI(*i) &tp(A,)=r

& (A,)l,r-2>0 &   (hi)x.r-X=l  & (*<)l,r=2]

& (Tr"2)(£TO)(t),-<2[{f1(^)}(Tr~2, u'\ a~\ n~\ a) = w]

-►iT-meo)) = r,-\(hx, tx))}.

But (omitting crr_3 if r = 2) for hi an index for (t, e(*d, aT~l, ar, ar),

{{i(hi)](T     ,ti    ,a     ,77     , a) = {M«i)H«.-, • • ' , «<    .

(66) r_3     ^-2(^-8, r_2      r_3 r_i       r_x r   ,
Xo-     2 -11    #.+1 exp (e,-    (tr     ))s, (a     ,77     ), (a )\.

«<«r-2,t

Using (66) and (14) in the expression for F(aT~l, tj'-1, aT), and advancing and

contracting quantifiers, we obtain a primitive recursive G such that

(67) F(a'~\ n-\ a") m (EB^'K^M*^, t,-1, a', 0-\ ^2).

6.7. For any given ar_l, crr, ar, ify)'~l is defined by (A), then F(aT~l, i)r~l, aT).

For suppose the antecedent of the implication in F(ar~1, i)r~l, ar) is satisfied

by given ho, Co, hx, tx- By the first part of this antecedent with (65), then

{fi(A*)} (*-, ejM, ar~\ r>*-\ a') = [hi}(r, &>, ar~\ ar, ar). This with the

second part gives Xt [ho}(r, c0fto), a*-1, aT, ar) = Xt \hx}(r, ef^, aT~\ trr, ar).

Hence by (A), vT~l((K e0» = nr~l((hi, tx)).

6.8. Choose any ar~l, r)r~l, aT such that F(ar~1, t]'~l, «r). and let ar be de-

fined thence by

Y'Kih, b*» ify-1 = Xt {^(ft)} (r, b, a-1,77-1, a') with

(B)      trr(yr~l) = • h a primitive recursive index for (t, b, a1"-1, <jt, ar),

0 otherwise.

If PRI(z) &tp(z)=r & (z)i,r_i = l & (z)i,r = 2, then (64) and (65) hold for

variables b swc/z /Aai 2 is an index for (b, ar_1, <rr, a')- (By F(ar~1, tj'-1, a'), the

value of crr(7r_1) in the first case under (B) is independent of the choice of

the h, b.)
Proof. As before (6.5), except for one case.

Case 8.r for ft (2). We have {2} (b, ar~\ ar, ar) = ar(Xr {(z)3} (r, b, a*-1,

ar, ar)) with (z)3 a primitive recursive index for (r, b, ar_1, <rr, aT). By hyp.

ind., (r)[{r,((*)i)} (t, b, ar-i, 77-1, a?) = {(*),} (r, b, of-1, <r', a')]. So by (B),

ar(Xr Uz)3}(t, b, a'-1, crr, aT)) = i?r-1(((z)a, b*»; and by definition (6.4),

{r.0O}(b, «r~\ 7,-1, «0 = 77-X((z)3, b*».
6.9. Combining 6.7 and 6.5,

(a'-1)(tT*)(ar)(Er,*~1){F(a'-1, tj'-1, a') & (z){PRI(z) & tp(a) = r &

(68) (2)l,r_1=l&(2)1,r=2-,(b)[{fo(z)}(b,a-i,^SaO = {z}(b,a-1,a%<rO]}}
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where, for each such z, the b are variables such that z is an index for (b, ar_1,
ar, ar). By 6.8,

(a^l)(r"1)(ar){F(a'-\ r,^1, ar) -» (Ea*)(z){ PRI(z) & tp(«) = T &

(69)(z)1,r_1=l&(z)1,r=2^(b)[{ro(z)}(b,a-1,77-1,aO = {*} (b, a-1, «>')]} }.

Applying (68) and (69) (cf. 6.3),

(E^)(r-2)[{21}(c-2, r-2, «-s a', ,o-o]

- (firi){JV~1,<r1,«') &ar-2)[{fo(21)}(c-2,^2,a-1,7?-1,aO = 0]}.

Thence, using (63) and (67), and advancing and contracting quantifiers,

(Ea')(^2)P(e~2, a-\ a*, a% £-2)

- (Er)^)(?-2)R(e-2, a-\ a', ,-S ?-2)

with a primitive recursive R.

7. Predicates of order r. 7.1. Consider a predicate P(a), where o is a

list of variables of our types 0, 1, 2, • • • (1.2). We call P(a) r-expressible in

certain predicates and functions (the primitives), if there is a syntactically-

constructed expression (an r-expression) for P(a) in terms of variables of our

types, the primitives (only applied to arguments), and the symbols of the

predicate calculus with quantification only of variables of types < r. HP

is r-expressible in predicates general recursive in (completely defined) func-

tions Sf, we say P is of order r in Sf. The notion extends to the case P is re-

placed by a function <p via the representing predicate of <p (IM, p. 199), and

to the case any of ^ are replaced by predicates via their representing func-

tions (IM, p. 227), and for Sf varying is uniform if the same r-expression can

serve for all values of Sf and the recursiveness in Sf of its primitives is uniform.

7.2. As in [14, 2.2], the class of the primitives for predicates of order r

in Sf can be enlarged to include the functions general recursive in Sf.

7.3. Clearly, P is general recursive in ^ exactly if P is of order 0 in Sf.

We say P is arithmetical (analytic) in Sf, if P is of order 1 (2) in Sf. By XVII

and XXXI (and, for Sf nonempty, 3.15), this agrees with previous usage in

the case then considered that the variables of P are of types g 1 and of ^l

of type 0 (cf. IM, pp. 239, 284-285, 291-292, [14, pp. 313-314]).

In that case, a smaller class of primitives than the predicates and func-

tions general recursive in Sf suffices. Indeed, for predicates arithmetical in

Sf, by IM, Theorem VII* (b), pp. 285, 292 the primitives =, +, •, Sf suf-
fice(13). For predicates analytic in Sf, by [14, 2.3 and Footnote 6] the primi-

tives = , +1, Sf suffice; this result is included in the r = 1 case of XXXVI

below.

(13) The constant natural numbers are expressible in 0, 1, + (or 0, +1); then 0, 1 are re-

placeable using number quantification by w = 0, w = \ (e.g. IM, p. 411 with n — 0); and the latter

are 1-expressible in =, + (or +1), ■, thus: w=0 m (x)[x+w = x] = (x)[x+l^a)], «i = l

= (a;)[»-2f = *].
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7.4. XXXV. For each r ^ 1: If a function cp(a) of variables a of types

^ r + 1 is general recursive in functions ^f of variables of types ^ r, then

cp(a)=w is r-\-l-expressible in =, +, •, 1F, with a prenex r-\-l-expression in

which all the type-r quantifiers are universal, and also one in which all are ex-

istential.

Proof. Part (a). c/>(a) is primitive recursive in SF We use induction on the

length of a primitive recursive derivation of c/>(a) from ^l by our schemata, as

for IM, Theorem 1,1*, pp. 241, 292(13). Cases 1-7 are essentially as before,

using in Case 5 ideas of Dedekind and Godel, and introducing only number

quantifiers (type 0). Using in the applications of the hyp. ind. prenex forms

with their type-r quantifiers only universal (existential), the resulting prenex

forms have the same property.

Case 8. <t>(a>, b) = a'{Xaj~2 x(ai, o0~2, b)) where x comes earlier in the

derivation. Now

tp(a>\ b) = w =- (y'-1) {(a'~2) [x(a>\ a'~2, b) = 7'"V'-2) ] -* «'(7)W) = w}

= (TV-1) { (ot'~2) [x(«', a'"2, &) = 7,_1(a''~2)] & a'ty'-1) = w} ■

The quantifier (7'_1) or (Ey'~l) is of type g r, since j ±S r + 1. By hyp. ind.,

x(a', a'~2, b)=TO, and thence by substitution x(a', a'~2, b) =7'_1(a'-2), is

r + 1-expressible in =, +, •, SF For j — l = r, use of a prenex form for

x(a', a'~2, b) = w with its type-r quantifiers only existential leads from the

two forms of (72) to prenex forms of <p(a>, b)=w with their type-r quantifiers

all universal and all existential, respectively. Case 0 (cf. 1.8) is similar, since

each variable 7'-1 of each of ^ is of type ^ r.

Part (b). Otherwise. For ^ nonempty, tp(a)=w can be transformed by

3.15, 2.7, 1.9 into c/>(ct, SF)=to, where <f>(a, b) is partial recursive absolutely,

and SF are functions primitive recursive in ,F. Using (13) to express <j>(a, b) caw

in the form {z} [a, a1, ■ • • , ar+l] ca w, applying XXVI to obtain expressions

equivalent to the latter when tj>(a, b) is defined, and substituting SI'' for b by

IV* (1.8, 1.5), we obtain <p(a)=w = (8r)(E^~1)R(a, to, 8', g'"1) =- (E8r)

(£r-1)S(a, to, Br, £r_1) with 7?, 5 primitive recursive in SF The conclusion

follows by applying the result of Part (a) to the representing functions of

7?, 5 as its d>.

7.5. XXXVI. For each r ^ I: If a predicate P of variables of types ^ r + 1

is of order r + 1 in functions ^ of variables of types ^ r, then P is r-\-l-expres-

sible in =, +1, Sir.
Proof. In an r + 1-expression for P(a) under 7.1, consider each prime part

Q(b) where Q is general recursive in SF We can write Q(b) = $(b) =0 where

<f> is the representing function of Q, and apply XXXV. Finally, + and • can

be replaced by their representing predicates (e.g. by IM, p. 411), which by

Dedekind's method (cf. IM, p. 242) can be 2-expressed in =,0, +1(13).

7.6. Remark 3. In XXXV, XXXVI, by = we mean of course the predi-
cate a° = 8°. For r > 0, ar=BT = (Tr-1)[ar(Tr-1)=j8,(Tr-1)]. Thus the predi-
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cate ar — Br is of order r (but not less, as will be shown in Remark 7 end 7.11).

Remark 4. Although in 7.1 we did not list the X-operator in the vocabu-

lary for r-expressions, for expressing predicates of order r under 7.1 and 7.2

we can use it via IV, IV*, XXIII or XXIII* (4.4).

Remark 5. The restriction on the types of the variables in XXXV and

XXXVI is necessary in general. For example, ar+2(X/3r x(BT)) =w with a

primitive recursive x is not r + 1-expressible in =, +, ■ as there would be no

way the ar+2 could be used; and likewise \p(X@r x(a, /3r))=w is not r + 1-

expressible in =, +, -,\p (unless yp(XBr x(«, fir)) is constant).

7.7. In an r + 1-expression, (a) any function ^(b) can be replaced as

primitive by its representing predicate \p(b)—w (e.g. as in IM, p. 411), and

(b) any function \p(b) which is the representing function of a predicate can be

replaced as primitive by that prediate Q(b) (from (a) similarly to [14, 2.5]).

Only type-0 quantifiers are introduced by these replacements.

7.8. Applying XXXVI with 7.7, similarly to [14, 2.6], if a predicate P
of variables of types ^ r + 1 is of order r + 1 in predicates and functions Sf of

variables of types ^ r of order r + 1 in ©, then P is of order r + 1 in ©.

7.9. We turn now to reductions which minimize the use of quantifiers

rather than of primitives. For brevity we state the theorems for Sf empty,

but via 3.15 as in the proof of XXXV Part (b) they have relativized forms.

The r = 1 case of XXXVII for a of types ^ 1 is [14, Theorem 1 ].

XXXVIIa. For each r ^ 1: Each predicate P(a) of order r + 1 is expressible

in one of the following forms where B (a) is of order r and each R is general recur-

sive:

(a')(Et^)R(a, a', t'-1)    (Ea')(8')(E^)R(a, a', 8',^) ■ ■ ■

(Ea*)(i^)R(a, a% £-»)    («')(££') (^W, a', 8', {-»)

Proof, for variables a of types ^ r. Essentially as before ([14, 3.6]). In

detail: Consider some r + 1-expression for P(a) in general recursive predicates

(7.1). If this r + 1-expression contains no quantifiers of type r, it is of the first

form B(a). Otherwise bring it to prenex form. Now apply the following steps

in order.

Step 1. Contract each sequence of several adjacent quantifiers of like

kind to one quantifier of the same kind and the maximum m of their types,

by 2.5. (The scope remains general recursive, using for m > 0 XXIII.)

Step 2. If the rightmost quantifier of type r has no type-r —1 quantifier

to the right of it, reduce it to type r — 1 by XXXIV (61) or its dual (61)

if r ^ 2 (by [14, (7) or (8)] if r = 1). If then no type-r quantifier remains,

we have the first form B(a).

Step 3. If more than one quantifier of types < r stand to the right of

the rightmost type-r quantifier, remove all but one of them, by advancing

the rightmost of them and performing contractions (or using the technique

illustrated end 2.5).
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Step 4. Remove each group of quantifiers of types < r included between

two type-r quantifiers, or to the left of the leftmost type-r quantifier, by

advancing the type-r quantifier immediately to their right and performing

contractions, and if type-r quantifiers of the same kind are thereby brought

together contract them.

Remark 6. As before [14, Remark p. 317], the described precedure is

best in the sense formulated in XLI below.

Proof, without restriction on a. In this case we cannot use Step 2 in gen-

eral. In lieu of it we may be obliged to introduce a redundant (E£r_I) or

(£r_1) at the right (whereupon XLI will no longer apply).

XXXVIIb. Equivalently the forms can be written as follows where the B for

each is of order r (i.e. the same predicates are expressible in a given form of (ci)

as in the respective form of (c2)):

(a*)B(a, a') (Ea*)(8*)B(a, a', 8r)
(c2) B(a)

(EaT)B(a,ar)        (ar)(E8T)B(a, ar, 8r)        •••.

A third part of this theorem, using set variables (cf.[14, p. 317]), is in-

tended for Part II of the paper.

7.10. XXXVIII. For each r^l:To each of the forms (c) of XXXVII after
the first, when a are variables of types ^ r + 1, there is an enumerating predicate

of that form with primitive recursive scope for the predicates of that form. For

example, to each fixed list a of such variables, there is a primitive recursive

predicate T(z, a, ar, £r_1) such that, to any general recursive predicate R(a, a",

?-'),

(73) (*')(E^)R(a, a', $-1) =- (a^(E^)T(f, a, «', £-*),

(74) (Ea')(^)R(a, a', ^) =- (Ea')(^)T(g, a, a', |-i)

when f, g are indices of R(a, ar, £r_1), R(a, ar, £r_1), respectively(u).

Proof. Say e.g. a consists of exactly one variable 7' of each type ^ r + 1.

By (14), when z is an index of a general recursive function of (a, aT, £r_1),

(a')(E^){z} [<y>, • • • , (7-2>, (7-S ir1), (Y, a'), <7'+1>] = 0

(75)
- (a')(E^)(B*)(Er,*-i)I(z, (7°), ■ • • ,

<7r-2), (y^1, ^), (yr, a'), (7r+1), 0, 8r, v^1),

7 being primitive recursive. The expression on the right comes to the form

(") The 7"s here are different from those of 5.21-5.26. For r = 1 with a of types g 1,

there are also enumerating predicates using those; e.g. for 0 = (a, 6, a), quantifying 0 in

XXXIII and writing T?-P(z, a, b, y) - Tl\s(y), p\y), z, a, b): (73aj_ (P)(Ey)R(a, b, *, 0, y)
= ^)(Ey)T?^f, a, b, y), (74a) (Ef})(y)R'a, b,_a, 0, y) - (Efi)(y)TS*(g, a, b, y) when/, g
are indices of Xo6a0 uyR(a, b, a, 0, y), Xabafi uyR(a, b, a, 0, y), respectively.—Cf. XXXVIII

with L below.
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(a')(E^'~l)T(z, a, BT, £r_1) with primitive recursive T by Step 4. For/, g as

stated, (73) and (74) follow by using (13).

XXXIX. For each r ^ 1: The class of the predicates expressible in a given

one of the forms (cf) after the first, when a are variables of types ^ r + 1, is the

same whether a general recursive or only a primitive recursive R be allowed.

7.11. XL. For each r ^ 1: To each of the forms (c) after the first, when a is

a nonempty list of variables of types ^ r + 1, there is a predicate expressible in

that form but not in the dual form (a fortiori, not in any of the forms with fewer

type-r quantifiers).

Proof. Say a = (ym, b). Consider e.g. the first upper form, and the predi-

cate (ar)(E^r-1)T((ym)o, ym, b, ar, ^~l) of the form (cf. 2.4). For any general

recursive R, using (74) and (9), (Ear)(^'1)R(ym, b, ar, g^1) = (Ear)(^~l)

T(((g)m)°0, ym, b, a\ §'-') r4 (ocr)(E^)T(((g)m)l, y™, b, a*, $r*) for a certain

number g. This shows that (g)m is a value of ym for which (£ar)(£r_1)

R(ym, b, ar, £r_1) is inequivalent to our predicate.

Second proof for m = 0. Similarly using (ar)(E^r~i)T(a, a, b, ar, £r_1).

XLI. To any prenex form with quantifiers of types ^ r and recursive scope

and a nonempty list a of free variables of types ^ r, there is a predicate of that

form which is expressible in no others of the forms (cf) than the one to which

Steps 1-4 reduce it except forms with more quantifiers.

Proofs. As before [14, Corollary Theorem 3, p. 319].

XLII. When a includes variables of type > 1, there is a predicate (a)R(a, a)

with R recursive which is not expressible in the form (x)R(a, x) with R recursive,

and dually (in contrast to [14, (7) and (8), p. 316], which can be stated for

any list a of free variables of types ^ 1).

Proof. For example, with (a, a) = (a, a2, £'), were (f;l)T(a, a, a2, £l)

= (x)R(a, a2, x) with a recursive R, then XXXIV would bring (£a2)(£l)

T(a, a, a2, I-1) to the form (Erjl)(x)R(a, rj1, x) with a recursive R, contradict-

ing XL.

XLIII. The conclusion of XXXIV does not hold in general when the free

variables a include ones of type > r.

Proof. Were (E?)T(a, a, a'+\ ?) = (Evr~1)(^~2)R(a, a'+\ n'-\ ^~2) with a

recursive R, then by a (correct) application of XXXIV we would have

(ar+1)(E£r)T(a, a, ar+1, £r) = (ar)(E^~1)R(a, ar, (J*-1) with a recursive R,

contradicting XL.

Remark 7. For r 2: 1, were aT+l =Br+1 (cf. Remark 3) of order r, we would

have

(a) ar+1=fir+1 = (Qbr~1)R(ar+\ B^1, b-1)

with R general recursive and (Qbr-1) quantifiers on variables of types ^ r — 1.

Letting \p(a, ar) be the representing function of (E£r_1)r(a, a, ar, £r_1), we

would then have

(b) (ar)(E^)T(a, a, a-, i^1) s (Qb^)R(Xar i(a, a*), Xa' 0, b^1).
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Since by XXIII* R(Xarij/(a, ar), \ar 0, br_1) is general recursive in xp, by

XXXV (applied to its representing function) it is r + 1-expressible in =, +, •,

\p, with a prenex r + 1-expression in which all the type-r quantifiers are ex-

istential; in this expression,xp(a, ar) can be replaced (IM, p. 411) by the repre-

sented predicate (E%r~l)T(a, a, ar, if-1). Using the result in the right member

of (b), and advancing and contracting quantifiers, we would obtain for

(ar) (E£r~l) T(a, a, ar, if-1) an expression of the form (EaT)(^~1)R(a, ar, if-1)

with 7? recursive, contradicting XL. Similarly, were a1=8l of order 0, we

would have (x)Ti(a, a, x) recursive, contradicting IM, Theorem V Part I,

p. 283.
7.12. XLIV. For each r ^ 1 and m ^ r + 1: To each of the forms (c) after

the first, there is a predicate C(ym) of the form such that any predicate of the

form with its free variables a of types ^ m is expressible by substitution of a

primitive recursive function of a for ym in C(ym).

Proof. The case of a general a is reduced to a = ym by XI. We use the

same predicate as for XL. By XXIII and (73), for any general recursive 7?,

(aT) (££r-1)7?((7"')i, a', £r~l) = (ar) (E^~l) T(f, ym, aT, tr~l) for a suitable num-

ber /. Now (a')(EH'-i)R(y», a', ?-*■) =- (a')(E^)R(((f, 7m»i, «r, tr~l)

=. (a')(E^)T(((f, 7»»», (/, 7»>, a', $-*).
Second proof for m = 0. Again we use the same predicate. Let e be an index

of XabarS,r~l R(a, ar, if-'). Then by XIII, Sl(e, a) is one of Xba*?-1 R(a, ar,

£-")• So by (73) (substituting S'(e, a) for b), (ar)(E^)R(a, a\ ^~l)

m (a')(Ee-i)T(&(e, a), V(e, a), a% $-*).

7.13. XLV. For each r =i 1 and k ^ 0: Let P be a predicate of variables of

types ^ r + 1, and'fy predicates of variables of types ^ r. If P is of order r in SF

and SF are expressible in both the k + 1-(type-r)-quantifier forms of (c), then P is

expressible in both the k +1-(type-r)-quantifier forms of (c).

Proof. Consider, in a given r-expression for P under 7.1, each prime oc-

currence R(a) (= d>(a) =0) oi a predicate general recursive in SF According

as this occurrence is positive or negative (cf. [14, p. 321 ]), apply XXXV with

7.7 (b) to replace it by a prenex r + 1-expression with the type-r quantifiers

only universal or only existential and with =, +, •, Sf as the primitives. Now

consider in this prenex form of each R(a) each prime part Q(b) with one of S&

as its predicate symbol Q. According as this part is a positive or negative oc-

currence in the expression for P, replace it by the & + l-quantifier form for Q

with (aT) first or (Ear) first. Now the quantifiers can be advanced and con-

tracted so that a fc + 1-quantifier expression for P with (ar) first is obtained

(cf. [14, pp. 321-322]). Reversing the above choices, a fe + 1-quantifier ex-

pression for P with (Ear) first is obtained similarly.

8. ju-recursiveness versus general recursiveness. 8.1. We say a function

<p is partial xi-recursive, if it is describable by a succession of applications of

the primitive recursive schemata S1-S8 (written with ca instead of =, and
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taking a'(Xa3'~2 x(a', a1'-2, b)) to be undefined when Xa1'-2 x(a', a'-2, b) is in-

completely defined (10)) and one further schema

S10 <p(b) ~ uy[x(b, y) = 0].

A function is u-recursive, if it is partial p-recursive and completely defined.

Also cf. 3.14, 1.8-1.10, 2.7, 3.15.

By XVI the p-recursive (partial p-recursive) functions constitute a subset

of the general (partial) recursive functions, which by the normal form

theorem XXX, XXXII (or [8], IM) is the whole set in the case of functions

of variables of types ^ 1.

8.2. In comparing p- and general recursiveness for functions of variables

of types > 1, we employ the particular type-2 object E defined thus:

(0 if (Et)[a(t) = 0],
t(a) =  <

U otherwise.

This is a simple example of a functional depending on infinitely many values

of its function arguments. (Another is the representing function \p(al, Bl) of

a1 =j3l; cf. Remark 3 in 7.6. Note that ip(a, 8) = sg(E(X* sg| a(t) ~8(t) \)) and

E(a) =sg(iP(Xtsg(a(t)),Xtl)).)

8.3. In the description of a partial p-recursive function cp(F, ai, ■ • - ,an,B)

with a single type-1 variable 8 and a single type-2 variable F, only S1-S5,

S6.0, S7, S8.2, S10 can be used (if we exclude identical uses of S6.1 and S6.2).

By the F-height of such a description we shall mean the greatest number of

applications of S8.2 in any branch when the description is written in tree

form (cf. IM, pp. 106-107, taking into account the analogy between descrip-

tions and proofs, derivations and deductions, pp. 220, 224). Thus the F-height

after an application of S4 is the maximum of the F-heights for the \p and the x;

after an application of S8.2, the F-height for the x increased by one.

A partial function <pi(a) is an extension of a partial function <p(a), if cj>i(a)

is defined and = cp(a) for each a for which <p(a) is defined.

XLVI. If cp(F, ai, ■ ■ ■ , a„, B) *s partial ^.-recursive with a description of

F-height h, then there is a function <f>i(ax, ■ • ■ , a„) partial recursive in L% uni-

formly in 8 such that, for each 8 (and the fixed E of 8.2), cj>x(ax, ■ ■ • , a„) is an

extension of cf,(E, ax, • • • ,an, 8). Similarly without the 8, i-e. for a cf>(F,ai, • • •,

a„) using Lh simply(u).

Proof with the 8, by induction on the length of a description of cp by

S1-S8, S10.

(16) Fori?, cf. [19, p. 400] taking A(a) m /3((o)0) = (a)1, or [16, p. 198] with Q(a) = /3((a)„)

= (a)i. For this §8, it is immaterial whether we rework the definitions and theory of Z,f, Ln, and

Hv ([14, §6 ff.] or [16, p. 200]) to use the T\ bases on indices as in 5.21-5.26 above (which re-

working does not alter the degrees), or agree that in this section the T\ is to be the one based on

Godel numbers (as in IM, [19; 14; 16]).
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Cases 1, 2, 3, 7. d>(F, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an, 8) is introduced by one of S1-S3, S7.

Then the F-height is 0, and <pf(ax, ■ ■ • , a„) = c/>(E, d, • • • , an, 8) is primitive

recursive uniformly in 8, and hence general recursive in L% uniformly in 8.

Case 4. d>(F, au • • • ,an,B) = xp(F,x(F,ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„, 8), au ■ ■ ■ ,an,B) by

S4. Let the F-heights of \p, x be hi, hi (so h = max(h, h2)). By hyp. ind. there

are \p{, xx, partial recursive in Llv L^ uniformly in 8, hence (since L{l(a)

— Lt+i(8(a)) with a primitive recursive 8, by IM, p. 343 or [14, Lemma 1,

p. 325]) in L„ uniformly in B, such that^f(o, <h, • • • , aH), Xi(ai, • ■ • , a„) are

extensions of ^(E, b, ai, • • • , an, B), x(E, <h, • • • i an, 8), respectively. Then

(bi(ai, • • • , an) = ^?(xi(ai. • ' • , an), ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„) is an extension of

c6(E, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„, 8).

Case 8. <f>(F, alt • ■ ■ , an, 8) = F(Xx x(F, x, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„, |8)) by S8.2. The
F-height of x is h — 1, and by hyp. ind. there is a function Xi partial recursive

in Lf_, uniformly in 8 such that xf(x, <h, • • • , o„) is an extension of

x(E, x, alt ■ ■ ■ , an, 8). Then the function d>l defined by

4>o(ax, ■ ■ ■ , an) = E(Xx xx(x, oi, • • • , a„))

(76) 10 if (£*)[xf(*. «i,---, o0-0],

(l otherwise,

for the fixed E and any /3, is an extension of c/>(E, ax, • • • , an, 8); here, to

correspond to our interpretation of S8 for x a partial function, <po(ax, • • • , a„)

is to be undefined for given B, ax, • • • , a„ when Xx Xx(x, ffli, • • • , a„) is in-

completely defined. But since xf is partial recursive in Lf_x uniformly in 8,

there is by [14, Lemma 1 ] a primitive recursive 8 such that

r  0 l
(£*) [xi(s, a1} • • • , an) = 0]

= (Ex)T1k~1 (6(ax, •••,«»), 8(ax, • • • , an), x) = Lh(6(ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„))

for values of 8, ax, ■ ■ • , an which make Xx Xi(*> ax, ■ • • , an) completely de-

fined, i.e. which make <po(°ii ' ' ' > an) defined. So by replacing (Ex) [xi(x, ax,

• • • , a„) =0] by 7,^(t7(ai, • • • , a„)) in (76), we obtain a function

e, N        (0 if Ll(6(ax, • ■ • , a.)),
(78) tpx(ax, •••,<*„) -  i .

(1 otherwise,

which is an extension of <pQ and thence of <p(E, alt ■ • ■ , a„, B), and is clearly

partial (indeed, primitive) recursive in L% uniformly in 8.

8.4. Now we give an argument by which any person who accepts the

primitive recursive functions as effectively calculable, and who allows such a

type-2 object as E, must admit that the /^-recursive functions are not all the

effectively calculable functions.

Since T\*(a, a, t) is primitive recursive as a predicate of a, a, t (IM, p. 292,

or §5 above), the function
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(0 if Tx(a, a, t),
T(t, a, a) =  <

(1 otherwise

is primitive recursive. Hence using III and S8, so is

r(F, a, a) = F(Xt t(1, a, a)).

Using induction on k (and in the induction step, III and IV), we define a

succession of primitive recursive functions Xt(F, a, 8) (k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ):

X0(F, a, 8) = sg||8((o)o) - (o)i|,

X*+i(F, a, 8) = t(F, XI Xk(F, I, 8), a).

Upon giving F the fixed value E, we have

(0 if (Et)[r(t, a, a) = 0]\ (0 if (Et)Ti(a, a, t),
(79) r(fc, a, a) =   < > =   <

U otherwise ) (.1 otherwise,

and thence by induction on k, for each 8,

(80) X*(E, a, 8) = {the representing function of Lk(a)\.

Similarly, omitting the 8 ar>d taking Xo(F, a) = 0, we obtain for k

= 0, 1, 2, • • •   a primitive recursive function Xt(F, a) such that

(81) Xi(E, a) = {the representing function of Lk(a)\.

Now consider the function

X(k, F, a) = Xk(F, a).

This must be accepted as being effectively calculable (accepting that the

primitive recursive functions of variables of types 0, 1, 2 are). For, given k,

F, a, we can via the induction on k find effectively a primitive recursive de-

scription of Xk, and then "compute" X*(F, a).

But X(k, F, a) is not p-recursive. For by (81) and the definition of X(k, F, a),

X(k, E, a) is the representing function of L(k, a) = Lk(a), which is of degree

- of recursive unsolvability 0(w> [19, p. 401; 16, p. 198]). But by XLVI, were

X(k, F, a) p-recursive, then, for some h, X(k, E, a) would be recursive in Ln,

and thus would be of degree g 0(W < 0M(W).

(I6) As ^-recursiveness is one of the simplest of the equivalent notions of "effective cal-

culability" or "computability" for functions of variables of types 0, 1 (cf. 3.2), we considered

it as a possible definition for the higher types at the beginning of our study of the subject in

1952, but rejected it for the reason given now. In a 1955 paper Grzegorczyk [7, p. 170] seems

to be proposing this definition; his formulation is equivalent to ^-recursiveness as defined here,

when our schema S8._; (orj ^ 2 (or S4._7' —1 and S7.j of 1.6, Remark 1) is added to the schemata

he explicitly mentions (and indeed without some such addition the higher-type arguments of

the functions could not be utilized) and the (maybe inessential) restriction is imposed on our

/i-schema S10 that at each application the $(b) be completely defined.
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8.5. The function \(k, F, a) is general recursive, as we see by writing the

equations for X&(F, a) with k as argument, and applying XXIV (or by show-

ing with the help of XXI and XXII that Xfc(F, a) has a primitive recursive

index %(k) with £ primitive recursive, and putting X(k, F, a) =  {£(&)} (F, a)).

We can go much further. Let «s~ U(p.vTi(u, bo, v)) where 0o = 1,

(b + l)0 = 2ho (cf. [14, p. 325] or [16, pp. 199-200]). Consider the recursion

(0 if y=l,

(82) [z)(y, F, a) ~ \x(z, y, F, a) if y=2<«"»^l,

l{2}([(y)2](Q,I, F,(a)o) if y = 3-5<»>«,

where x is a partial recursive function given by XXIII such that

(83) x(z, y, F, a) = r(F, Xt {z} ((y)0, F, t), a)

whenever Xt {z}((y)0, F, t) is completely defined. By XVIII, the right side

of (82) is of the form ip(z, y, F, a) with \p partial recursive; so by the recursion

theorem XIV, we can find a solution e of (82) forz. Let/c(y, F, a) ~ {e} (y, F,a).

Now by induction on y over the class 0 of ordinal notations (loc. cit.),

(84) yEO —* {K(y, E, a) is the representing function of Hy(a)).

8.6. We collect these results in a pair of contrasting theorems. Instead of

speaking of completely defined functions <p(E,ai, • • • ,a„) (tp(E, ai, • • ■ ,an,8))

tor cp(F, ai, • • • , a„) (cf>(F, Oi, • • • , a„, 8)) partial p-, or partial, recursive,

we can equivalently (by 1.9 extended to include S10 or S9) speak of functions

cf>(ai, • ■ ■ , an) (cf>(ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, 8)) p-, or general, recursive in E. For the notion

"arithmetical," cf. 7.3, IM, pp. 239, 284-285, 291-292, [14, 2.1]. For "hyper-
arithmetical," cf. [16, p. 210]; a function is hyper arithmetical if its represent-

ing predicate is such.

XLVII. The functions cp(ai, • • • , an) (<f>(ai, • • - , an, 8)) u-recursive in E

are exactly the arithmetical functions.

Proof, with 8 present. By XLVI, for each cp(ai, • • • , an, 8) p-recursive in

E, Xai • • • a„ cp(ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, 8) is general recursive, a fortiori arithmetical, in

La for some h uniformly in B, and hence is arithmetical uniformly in 8 (using

7.8 or [14, 2.6 with uniformity], and induction on h), i.e. cf>(au • • • , an, 8) is

arithmetical. Conversely, for any arithmetical function cp(ai, ■ ■ ■ , a„, 8),

Xai • • • a„ <p(ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, 8) is p-recursive in Li for some k uniformly in B

(using <Kai, ■ ■ ■ ,an,8) = A«efo(ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, 8) =w], [16, IV*, VII*, p. 197
with uniformity], and [14, 9.8 (31) and (32), and Lemma 16* 9.7]). But by

(80), L{(a) = X*(E, a, 8) =0; and X*(F, a, 8) is primitive, a fortiori p-, recur-

sive.

XLVIII. The functions cp(ai, • • • , an) general recursive in E are exactly

the hyperarithmetical functions.

Proof. Suppose cp(ai, ■ • • , a„) is general recursive in E. Equivalently,

cp(ai, ■ ■ • ,   a„)   is   completely   defined   and    = <p(F.,   Oi, • • • ,   an)   where
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<f>(F, Oi, • • • , a„) is partial recursive, say with index z. Using XXVI with

(13), <p(E, oi, • • • , a„)=w is expressible in both the forms (B)(Ex)R(E,

ai, • • • , an, w, 8, x) and (EB)(x)S(Z, ax, • • • , an, w, 8, x) with 7? and 5

primitive recursive. But by XLVII, 7?(E, au ■ ■ ■ , an, to, 8, x) and S(E,

ax, ■ • • , an, to, B, x) are arithmetical, hence (XLV or [14, Corollary p. 322

with a free function variable 8]) expressible in both 1-function-quantifier

forms; and hence so is d>(E, ax, ■ • • , an)=w, i.e. <p(E, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„)=w is

hyperarithmetical (by the second definition [16, p. 210]).

Conversely, suppose <p(ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„) is hyperarithmetical, i.e. d>(ax, • • ■ ,an)

= to is hyperarithmetical. Then by [16, XXIV, p. 204, or the first definition

p. 210], for some y GO, d>(ax, ■ ■ • , a„)=w and hence <p(ai, • • • , an)

(= uw[cp(ax, • • • , an)=w]), is general recursive in Hv(a). But by (84),

77„(a) = K.(y, E, a) =0; and «(y, F, a) is partial recursive.

8.7. XLIX. (a) A predicate P(a) expressible in both the forms (Ex)R(a, x)

and (x)S(a, x) with R, S general recursive is general recursive. (Converse holds

trivially.) (b) When a includes variables of types > 1, a general recursive predi-

cate P(a) may fail to be expressible by any (finite) number of number-quantifiers

prefixed to a u- (or primitive) recursive scope (in contrast to IM, Theorem VI*

(a), pp. 284, 292, and Corollary Theorem IV*, pp. 282, 292, for types 0, 1).
Proof, (a) By the former proof, IM, Theorem VI (b), p. 284. (b) By 8.5,

X(k, F, a)=0 is general recursive. But it is not expressible e.g. in the form

(Ex)(y)R(k, F, a, x, y) with a ^-recursive 7?. For by 8.4, X(k, E, a)=0

■ L(k, a), which is not arithmetical; but using XLVII, for a given ju-recur-

sive 7?, (Ex)(y)R(k, E, a, x, y) is arithmetical.

8.8. L. With variables of types > 1, there is no enumeration theorem for the

predicates definable by a given succession of number quantifiers applied to a

general (p.-, or primitive) recursive scope. For example, there is no general recur-

sive predicate S(z, F, a, x) with the property that, to each general recursive

R(F, a, x), there is a number e such that (Ex)R(F, a, x) = (Ex)S(e, F, a, x)

(in contrast to XXXIII or IM, Theorem IV*, pp. 281, 292 for types 0, 1).

Proof. (We can use XLVIII, but the following is basically simpler.) Take

any fixed general recursive S(z, F, a, x). We construct as follows a general

recursive 7?(F, a, x) such that (£x)7?(F, a, x) = (Ex)S(e, F, a, x) for no e.

Let cr be the representing function of 5. Using 8.4 and IV via 3.10, define

p(F, a, x) = t(x, Xyr(F, Xta((t)0, F, (t)x, (t)2), y), a), and take 7?(F, a, x)

= p(F, a, x) =0. Let s be the degree of S(z, E, a, x) ( = the degree of S((t)o,

E, (/)i, (t)t)). Then (Ex)S(z, E, a, x) is of degree g s', while (Ex)R(E, a, x)

is of degree s" > s' (cf. [19, 1.4]).

8.9. LI. The condition of definition of a partial recursive function <p(a) of

variables of types ^ 2 is not in general expressible in the form (EB)(x)R(a, 8, x)

with recursive R (dual to XXVII (29)), a fortiori not in the form (Ex)R(a, x)

with recursive R (in contrast to XXIX or IM, Theorem XIX, p. 330 for types

0, 1). Thus (30), (39) and (41) do not hold for r = 2.
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Proof. Suppose (cf. 8.5)

(a) {«(y, F, a) is defined} = (E8)(x)R(y, F, a, 8, x)

with a primitive recursive R (cf. XXXIX). Using (29) and (13), for z an

index of k,

(85) {K(y, F, a) is defined} - (B)(Ex)K(z, (y, a), ( )\ (F), 8, x).

But then, using XLVII etc. as in the first part of the proof of XLVIII,

{«(y, E, a) is defined} would be hyperarithmetical; so by the converse part

of XLVIII, there would be a partial recursive R(y, F, a) such that

(b) {«(y, E, a) is defined} ss J?(y, E, a).

Using XV, we could define a partial recursive n'(y, F, a) by

k'(    F a) =  iK(y' F' 0) if R{y' F' a)'

\0 otherwise.

Then /c'(y, E, a) would be a completion of /c(y, E, a). This is absurd. For by

XLVIII and [16, XXIV or p. 210], n'(y, E, a) would be recursive in Hu for

some u E 0, i.e. of degree ^0c|l,,); but any completion of /c(y, E, a) must be

of degree ^ 0<l"l+1) > 0<M>, since by (84) H2'(a) = k(2«, E, a) =0.

8.10. LII. There is a primitive recursive R(a2, 81) such that (a2)(JS/31)

R(a2, 81) is true, but (a2)R(a2, Xx x(«2> x)) is false for every general recursive

X(a2, *) (in contrast to XVI or IM, Theorem III, p. 279 for R(a, (3°))(17).

Proof. By [16, XXVI, p. 208] there is a primitive recursive .RfjS1, *) such

that

(86a) (E8l)(x)R(f3\ x), (86b)        (Ep)f hypf*)^1, *)

where (EB1)?hyp is an existential quantifier over the 1-place hyperarithmetical

functions. Advancing the x in (86a) (cf. 2.5) and bringing (86b) to prenex

form,

(87a)      (a2)(Epi)R(8\ a2(p1)), (87b)       (8%l *ys,(Ex)R(8\ x).

Taking R(a2, (31) = R(8\ a2(81)), (87a) gives one part of LII. Let

2   i        (pxR(B\ x) if (Ex)R(J3\ x),

\0 otherwise,

so by (87b)

(") In March 1957, Kreisel raised the questions (a) whether there is any such R(a?, /31)

and (b) whether the R(at, /31) obtained by advancing quantifiers in (x){(Ez)Ti(x, x, z)

V {z)Ti{x, x, z)} (cf. [10, p. 71 ]) is such, and we answered (a) as here. Subsequently Kreisel

found two simple examples of the like with R(a*, /32) instead of i?(a2, P1) (cf. [2l], and also

[18, Theorem 3]). Finally in June 1957, Kreisel gave an argument which, supported by a lemma

we provided, answers (b) affirmatively; this will appear in Part II.
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(88) (/3Vhyp7c(p\aoV)).

But (Ex)R(B\ x) = L/(g) for some number g (by [16, VII*, p. 197 with

uniformity and a = 0] or [14, Lemma 1, p. 325 with n = 0]). Using XV,

XVI and 8.4,

lnxR(8\x) if Xx(F, g,81) = 0,
ao(F,Bl) -  < .

tO otherwise

is a general recursive function such that, by (80),

(89) aoV) = «o(E, 01).

Now suppose there were a general recursive xO*2! x) such that (a2)7c(a2, Xx

x(a2, x)), i.e. (a2)7?(Xx x(«2, x), a2(Xx x(«2, x))), whence 7?(Xx x(«o> *)> «o(Xx

x(ao, x))). This would contradict (88), since by (89), XXIII and XLVIII,

Xx x(ao> x) = Xx x(X/31 «o(E, B1), x) would be hyperarithmetical.
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